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Abstract
The primary purpose of this thesis is to study the generation of quantum entanglement
via nonlinear processes in hot sodium vapors and ultracold sodium spinor Bose-Einstein
condensates. The creation of entanglement can induce quantum squeezing. Such
squeezing has important applications for metrology with quantum-enhanced precision
beyond the classical limit, known as quantum-enhanced sensing. In this thesis, I
present my research on generating quantum entangled states of light in hot atomic
vapors via four-wave mixing and generating quantum entangled atoms in ultracold
spinor Bose-Einstein condensates via spin-mixing dynamics.
Non-degenerate four-wave mixing (4WM) in a hot atomic vapor cell has been shown
to be an effective method to produce quantum entangled states of light. Most of the
recent work on entangled states of light has focused on Rb and Cs in the near infrared
regime. Generating entangled light near the Na resonance at 589 nm is challenging but
beneficial for interfacing with cold gases and atomic sensors based on Na. I present
our investigation on 4WM in a double-Λ configuration on the Doppler-broadened D1
line of 23Na. The construction and characterization of a 4WM apparatus to generate
entangled light via hot sodium vapor is introduced. The calculation of susceptibilities
in the presence of the light fields and 4WM gain is presented. Experimentally, we
characterized the 4WM gain and noise properties of the intensity difference between
the generated beams of light. In addition, I discuss directions to boost 4WM gain
and reduce absorption loss, including a new design of a stainless steel vapor cell and
application of saturated absorption light. The squeezed states of light generated by
4WM can be used to enhance the signal-to-noise ratio of atom number measurements
of our sodium spinor Bose-Einstein condensates, where entangled states of atoms can
be created via spin-mixing.
A Bose-Einstein condensate (BEC) is a novel state of matter where identical bosonic
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particles occupy the same quantum state below an ultracold critical temperature.
I present our experimental system for an all-optical production of sodium spinor
BECs. We verify that the matter wave coherence of the BEC, where particles share
the same quantum wave function and phase, can be extended to the internal spin
degrees of freedom in a spin-1 BEC by observing coherent spin-exchange collisions.
Spin-exchange collisions in F = 1 spinor BECs, where two atoms with magnetic
quantum number mF = 0 collide and change into a pair with mF = ±1, are useful
to implement matter-wave quantum optics in spin space, such as quantum-enhanced
interferometry, because the collisions generate entanglement and they can be precisely
controlled using microwave dressing. We demonstrate control of the coherent spin
evolution by controlling initial states and using microwave dressing fields during the
evolution process to apply quenches. Using these control methods, we experimentally
investigate atomic interferometry based on spin-exchange collisions in the regime of
long evolution times where the Bogoliubov and truncated Wigner approximations
break down, and compare the results with our numerical simulations. The results of
our atomic interferometry experiments are promising and suggest a pathway to achieve
quantum-enhanced sensitivities and/or enhanced sensitivities given the nonlinear




This chapter begins with a general overview of quantum entanglement, continues with
brief introductions of the topics of four-wave mixing based on hot sodium vapors and
spin-mixing in ultracold spinor BECs. The chapter concludes with an outline of the
thesis.
1.1 Overview
Entanglement plays a central role in many quantum technologies, such as quantum
computing, quantum communication and quantum sensing. Today’s most precise
classical measurement instruments work above the shot noise limit, the precision
bound set by the discrete nature of photons in quantum mechanics. Over the past
decades, research on quantum enhanced metrology to overcome the shot noise limit
has been developed. The use of quantum squeezing as a resource offers the possibility
to perform measurements that have precision beyond the shot noise limit. A widely
used technique in recent years is to induce squeezing by “transferring” some of the
uncertainty on a variable that is to be measured onto a conjugate variable whose
precision is less important. A famous application is the improvement of the sensitivity
of LIGO interferometers to detect gravitational waves by using squeezed states of
light [1].
Quantum entanglement has been demonstrated on different particles, for example,
entangled pairs of photons [2, 3], entangled pairs of atoms [4, 5, 6], and entangled pairs
of atom-photon [7, 8]. Here in our lab, we generate entangled photons via hot atomic
vapors and entangled atoms via collisions in ultracold Bose-Einstein condensates.
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1.2 Generating Entangled Photons in Hot Na Gases
Squeezed light has been shown to be the working horse for many promising quantum
technologies. Besides detecting gravitational waves, squeezed light has important
applications, for example, in quantum teleportation [9], quantum sensing [10, 11],
quantum imaging [12, 13], and many others. Entangled photons can be generated
by certain nonlinear optical processes. In 1985, the first experimental realization of
squeezed light was observed by generating entangled pairs of photons using a four-
wave mixing (4WM) process in an optical cavity, where a twin-beam was generated
with a noise squeezing of 0.3 dB [14]. Another successful method is parametric
down-conversion (PDC), where a pump photon is incident on a medium with χ(2)
nonlinearity and is converted into two new photons: signal and idler, whose photon
numbers are correlated [15]. Other popular systems to generate entanglement and
squeezed states of light include optical parametric oscillation (OPO), where the PDC
process takes place inside a cavity [16], micro-cavity [17], optical fiber [18] and atomic
ensembles [2, 19] to enhance the effective nonlinearities.
In our work, we generate squeezed states of light via a four-wave mixing process
in sodium atomic vapors. In this system, a strong pump beam interacts with a
weak seeding probe beam efficiently inside the atomic vapor. The output probe
beam is amplified and a new conjugate beam is generated simultaneously. With
the quantum correlation between the probe and the conjugate fields, the intensity
difference squeezing and quadrature entanglement can be established. Since the first
recorded squeezed light was generated via four-wave mixing in a sodium vapor with a
squeezing of only 0.3 dB, investigations on atomic-based four-wave mixing have led
to higher squeezing rates. For example, a squeezing of close to 9 dB was observed
in the four-wave mixing process in a hot rubidium vapor [2]. Compared to other
methods of generating squeezed light, such as parametric down-conversion in nonlinear
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Figure 1.1: A proposal to apply squeezed twin beams to absorption imaging of our
spinor BEC. The probe and conjugate beams are used as probing and reference beams
respectively. The intensity difference reveals the amount of absorption by the atomic
cloud, and can be used to infer the number and density of BEC atoms.
crystals [20, 21], the four-wave mixing could generate light resonant with an atomic
transition and narrow-band squeezed light, which is more suitable for applications in
atomic experiments.
Our goal is to generate squeezed states of light that is resonant with sodium atoms
so that it can be used in our sodium BEC experiment to improve the measurement
of the number of atoms in BECs with absorption imaging. In a standard absorption
imaging process, a resonant probing laser beam is incident on the BEC and the shadow
of the atomic cloud is captured by a CCD camera. The amount of absorption is
obtained by comparing the shadow with a reference beam which is supposed to have
the same intensity but without absorption. The corresponding number of atoms in the
atomic cloud is extracted from the absorption profile. Any intensity difference between
the incident probing and reference beam will result in a discrepancy in the number
of atoms, the accuracy of which is critical to BEC experiments. Since four-wave
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mixing can generate the probe and conjugate beams whose intensity difference noise
is reduced, if we apply the probe/conjugate beam into the absorption imaging as
the probing/reference beam respectively, it has the potential to reduce the noise and
improve the accuracy in the atom number measurement. The concept of this proposal
is shown as a cartoon in Fig. 1.1. Interfacing the spinor BEC with quantum states of
light will also allow us to study the interaction of quantum states of light with exotic
entangled spin states of atoms in the future.
1.3 Generating Entangled Atoms in Ultracold Na Gases
A Bose-Einstein condensate (BEC) is a novel state of matter where identical bosonic
particles lose their individuality and act like a collective matter wave when cooled to
nearly absolute zero temperature, typically in the nanoKelvin range. The concept of
Bose-Einstein condensation dates back to 1924 by Einstein [22], following a study of
photon statistics by Bose [23]. Due to the extremely low-temperature requirement, a
BEC was not observed experimentally until 1995 using atoms of rubidium [24], and
later of sodium [25] and lithium [26], with the help of the new cooling techniques of
laser cooling and evaporative cooling. These BECs were in a single spin state known
as scalar BECs. The atoms were magnetically trapped allowing only one spin state
to be trapped. Therefore, their spin degrees of freedom were frozen. A spinor BEC,
however, is a BEC where the spin F is a free variable, and it was first observed in
spin-1 23Na gases in 1998 [27]. Here, F is the total angular momentum, F = L+S+ I,
with L the orbital angular momentum, S the spin angular momentum, and I the
nuclear angular momentum.
Research on BECs has been growing rapidly with applications in condensed mat-
ter physics, atomic collision physics, quantum computing, quantum simulation and
precision measurements. In a BEC, all atoms share an identical spatial wavefunction,
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resulting in a macroscopic coherent matter wave. The coherence property was demon-
strated by interfering two independent BECs [28]. More observations on BECs, such as
Josephson tunneling of BECs between adjacent trapped optical lattices [29], Josephson
junctions [30] and quantum phase transitions from a superfluid to a Mott-Insulator [31],
show the potential of simulating condensed matter systems by applying the excellent
control we can exert on atomic gases.
With the liberated spin degree of freedom in addition to the external ones, spinor
BECs provide a platform to study macroscopic quantum systems, whose parameters
such as spin, temperature and dimensionality are controllable by laser fields and
magnetic fields. The spin-exchange collisions, due to the spin-dependent inter-particle
interaction, lead to spin-mixing dynamics and corresponding spin population oscilla-
tions. For example, in a F = 1 spinor BEC with 2F + 1 = 3 magnetic sublevels, two
atoms in the mF = 0 sublevel can coherently and reversibly collide into a pair of atoms
in mF = +1 and mF = −1 sublevels. The difference of populations in the mF = ±1
sublevels is preserved throughout this process due to the conservation of total spin, so
the mF = ±1 atoms are always created in pairs. This suggests the opportunity to cre-
ate multi-particle entanglement and spin squeezed states via spin-exchange collisions.
This process can be compared to four-wave mixing in optics [32]. The possibility to
create massively entangled atomic states is of particular interest to scientists for their
potential application in quantum information, quantum communication and quantum
sensing [33].
In this thesis, I will introduce an all-optical setup to create spinor BECs and the
microwave/rf systems used to manipulate spinor BECs. We perform nonlinear atomic
interferometry and investigate enhanced sensitivities based on entangled atoms created
via controllable spin-mixing dynamics.
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1.4 Outline of the Thesis
The main body of this thesis consists of two parts: Part I (Chapter 2-5) introduces
the research of four-wave mixing to generate two-mode squeezed states of light via hot
sodium vapors, and Part II (Chapter 6-9) describes the study of quantum-enhanced
atomic interferometry based on ultracold sodium spinor Bose-Einstein condensates.
Chapter 2 of this thesis describes the basic idea of four-wave mixing. The concepts
of squeezed states of light and nonlinearity of the optical medium are introduced.
I also introduce the idea of implementing four-wave mixing experiments using hot
sodium vapors as the nonlinear optical medium based on the double-Λ configuration.
In Chapter 3, I numerically investigate the atomic susceptibilities of the sodium
medium in response to external light fields and the effect of the phase-matching
condition. The intensity gain of the probe and conjugate fields is calculated over
various parameter regions.
In Chapter 4, I give a detailed explanation of our four-wave mixing experimental
setup, including some critical parts such as the laser system, the vapor cell oven and
the detection system.
Chapter 5 shows our experimental results of four-wave mixing. The gain and noise
measurements are presented, followed by a new oven design and discussion of future
improvements.
Chapter 6 to 9 are devoted to the studies of sodium spinor BECs. Chapter 6
introduces the basic theory of BEC, the spin-mixing Hamiltonian, and the laser cooling
and trapping methods used. I introduce the tool of microwave dressing as a versatile
method to control the spin dynamics. I present the timing sequence to implement
nonlinear matter-wave interferometry based on microwave-dressing of spinor BECs.
In Chapter 7, I show simulation explorations of realizing an atomic interferometer
with quantum-enhanced sensitivity based on microwave-dressed spinor BECs. Two
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computational methods, the full quantum evolution and the truncated Wigner approx-
imation (TWA) are explained and compared. The effect of initial states and long-time
evolution on the interferometry sensitivity is investigated.
Chapter 8 details the experimental setup to create spinor BECs and realize atomic
interferometry. The design of our vacuum system, optical setup, imaging system and
microwave and rf system is presented.
Chapter 9 gives our experimental results of spinor BECs. I explain the generation
of spinor BECs in our all-optical system, and the initial state preparation. The results
of microwave-dressed spin evolutions and matter-wave interferometry are presented.




Theory of Four-Wave Mixing
Four-wave mixing (4WM) is a nonlinear optical process in which two or three waves
interact with each other via a medium producing one or two new waves due to the third
order nonlinear susceptibility of the medium. 4WM can be used to create quantum
entangled light, which has many applications, for example, in quantum information,
[34], quantum imaging [35], optical parametric amplification [36], and more. In this
chapter, I introduce the theory of squeezed light, nonlinear optics, and 4WM as an
effective way to generate quantum squeezed states of light. I discuss the properties of
twin beams produced by 4WM, and our method to realize the 4WM process in hot
sodium vapors.
2.1 Squeezed States of Light
2.1.1 Single-Mode Squeezed States
Light is an electromagnetic wave consisting of an electric field and a magnetic field.
The electric field E(t) can be written in terms of X and Y , called quadratures because
they differ by π/2 in phase space, such that
E(t) = 2E0[Xcos(ωt) + Y sin(ωt)], (2.1)
where E0 =
√
~ω/2ε0V , ω is the frequency of the field, ε0 is the permittivity of
vacuum and V is the volume in which the field is excited. A classical field of arbitrary
amplitude and phase can be described as a phasor, a vector with length denoting its
amplitude and angle with respect to the x axis corresponding to the phase, as shown
in Fig. 2.1. The electric field could thus be represented as a point in phase space with
its magnitude and phase known precisely.
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Figure 2.1: Classical representation of electric field E for monochromatic light in phase
space. Here X and Y are quadratures. Both quadratures are perfectly accurate, so the
representation is a point.
However, in a quantum mechanical description, there is always noise, or uncertainty,
of the light field, which comes from the quantum nature of the light field and cannot be
eliminated by any classical means. The Heisenberg uncertainty principle in quantum
mechanics states that for a pair of conjugate variables, the product of their uncertainties
must be no less than a certain value. Unlike the classical case, the quadratures in
quantum mechanics cannot be simultaneously determined with unlimited accuracy.
In other words, there are always uncertainties associated with these variables. This is
shown in Fig. 2.2, where the shaded area illustrates the uncertainties associated with
each of the quadratures. In a quantum mechanical description, the electric field is










where â, â† are the photon (bosonic) annihilation and creation operators, respectively.
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Figure 2.2: Representation of uncertainties of a single-mode electric field E for monochro-
matic light in phase space. Here X and Y are quadratures. The shaded area are
uncertainties associated with the quadratures.
X̂ and Ŷ are conjugate variables that are experimentally measurable.
In order to understand the quantum properties of light, consider a single mode
of light at frequency ω. After second quantization, any state of this light can be
represented as an eigenstate or a superposition of eigenstates of a harmonic oscillator.
For a single mode, these eigenstates |n〉 represent the number of photons n present in
the mode with fixed wavevector k, fixed polarization, and frequency ω in the field.













= ~ω(X̂2 + Ŷ 2), (2.3)
where â† and â are creation and annihilation operators, n̂ = â†â is the number operator,
X̂ and Ŷ are quadrature operators, and ~ is the reduced Planck constant. Therefore,








The ground state of the field corresponds to n = 0, which is also known as the vacuum
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Figure 2.3: Representation of the vacuum state of a single mode of light in phase space.
Here X and Y are quadratures. The shaded area represents the uncertainties associated
with the quadratures, with P (X) and P (Y ) the probability distributions, which follow
a Gaussian distribution for the vacuum state.
state |0〉, with energy E0 = 12~ω. In the vacuum state, the mean number of photons
〈n〉 is zero, however, the fluctuation in the field is non-zero. Quadrature operators X̂
and Ŷ satisfy the commutation relation [37]








where ∆2Â = 〈(Â− 〈Â〉)2〉 represents the variance of an operator Â. The Heisenberg
uncertainty implies that even in the vacuum state |0〉, the variances of X̂ and Ŷ are
non-zero, which means measurements of the quadratures cannot be infinitely precise
simultaneously. In the vacuum state, 〈X̂〉 = 〈Ŷ 〉 = 0, ∆X̂ = ∆Ŷ = 1/2, so the
minimum noise limit ∆2X̂∆2Ŷ = 1/16 is reached, as shown in Fig. 2.3. This minimum
noise limit for the quadratures is known as the shot noise limit (SNL). The probability
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Figure 2.4: Representation of a coherent state of a single-mode of light in phase space. A
coherent state is a displaced vacuum state with non-zero mean photon number and the
same noise distributions. Here X and Y are quadratures. The shaded area represents
the uncertainties associated with the quadratures, with P (X) and P (Y ) the probability
distributions, which follow Gaussian distributions for a coherent state.
density P (X) and P (Y ) for the vacuum state are Gaussian, with mean of 0 and
standard deviation of 1/2.
One can also have a state of light with a non-zero mean photon number while
still having quadrature variances of ∆2X̂ = ∆2Ŷ = 1/4 and satisfying the SNL. Such
a state is called a coherent state, as shown in Fig. 2.4. The coherent state can be
represented as a phasor in phase space with mean magnitude |α| and a surrounding
circular area of uncertainty. The probability distribution of the quadratures are
Gaussian, with non-zero mean values of 〈X̂〉 and 〈Ŷ 〉, and standard deviations of
∆X̂ = ∆Ŷ = 1/2 [37]. The vacuum state is also a coherent state, with |α| = 0 so
that 〈X̂〉 = 〈Ŷ 〉 = 0. Mathematically, a coherent state |α〉 is the eigenstate of the
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annihilation operator â, this reads
â|α〉 = α|α〉. (2.7)
Since α̂ is not Hermitian, it is, in general, a complex number. A coherent state |α〉
can be expressed as |α〉 = |α|eiϕ, where |α| and ϕ are the amplitude and phase of the
coherent state |α〉.
The vacuum state and the coherent state obey the minimum limit of Heisenberg
uncertainty principle Eq. (2.6), and the two quadratures have the same standard
deviation, i.e., ∆2X̂ = ∆2Ŷ = 1/4. The Heisenberg principle sets a lower bound of
the product of the variances for the quadratures of a given field, however, it does not
fix any constraint on the individual variances. So one of the variances could possibly
be squeezed. A quadrature-squeezed state, or a squeezed state, by definition, is a
state in which any of the quadrature standard deviation is smaller than the SNL at
the expense of the other quadrature standard deviation being larger than the SNL, in
such a way that the Heisenberg uncertainty principle is still satisfied. The phase space
representation of a squeezed state is shown in Fig. 2.5, where quadrature Ŷ is squeezed,
with ∆2Ŷ < 1/4, while quadrature X̂ is anti-squeezed, such that ∆2X̂ > 1/4.
Mathematically, a squeezed coherent state can be defined by
|α, ζ〉 = D̂(α)Ŝ(ζ)|0〉, (2.8)
where |0〉 is the vacuum state, D̂(α) is the displacement operator and Ŝ(ζ) is the
squeezing operator. These unitary operators are given by










Figure 2.5: Representation of a squeezed state of a single-mode light in phase space.
Here X and Y are quadratures. The shaded area represents the uncertainties associated
with the quadratures. Here, the uncertainty of Y is squeezed, and the uncertainty of X
is anti-squeezed, but they still obey the Heisenberg uncertainty principle.
with â, â† the annihilation and creation operators, respectively. ζ is defined as
ζ = seiθ, (2.11)
where s is referred to as the squeezing parameter and θ is known as the squeezing
phase. As Fig. 2.6 illustrates, a squeezed coherent state could be generated by applying
the squeezing operator Ŝ(ζ) and displacement operator D̂(α) on the vacuum state |0〉.
For a squeezed coherent state |α, ζ〉 defined by Eq. (2.8), the variances of the
quadratures along the ellipse axes are [39]
〈(∆X̂ ′)2〉 = 1
4
e−2s, (2.12a)
〈(∆Ŷ ′)2〉 = 1
4
e2s, (2.12b)
where X̂ ′ = X̂e−iθ/2, Ŷ ′ = Ŷ e−iθ/2, are rotated quadratures by angle θ/2 that are
along the major and minor axes of the squeezing ellipse.
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Figure 2.6: A schematic of a squeezed coherent state created by applying the squeezing
operator Ŝ(ζ) and displacement operator D̂(α) on the vacuum state |0〉.
2.1.2 Two-Mode Squeezed States
The concept of squeezed states can be extended to multimode fields, such as the
two-mode squeezed state (TMSS). As the name suggests, TMSS is a squeezed state of
two-mode light fields, in which two distinguishable light fields are quantum correlated.
Specifically, we are interested in two-mode relative intensity squeezing, in which two
entangled optical fields have correlated amplitude fluctuations. If we have two electric
fields with frequencies ω1 and ω2, they can be described as
Ê1(t) = 2E0[X̂1cos(ω1t) + Ŷ1sin(ω1t)], (2.13a)
Ê2(t) = 2E0[X̂2cos(ω2t) + Ŷ2sin(ω2t)], (2.13b)
where X̂i, Ŷi (i = 1, 2) are quadrature operators of the individual field respectively.




















Figure 2.7: (a) Quadrature fluctuations of individual fields Ê1 and Ê2. (b) Joint
quadrature fluctuations showing squeezing in X̂− and Ŷ+, as well as anti-squeezing in
X̂+ and Ŷ−.





[X̂±, Ŷ∓] = 0. (2.15b)
Eq. (2.15) implies that the quadratures of a two-mode state share the same properties
of a single-mode state, so a two-mode state can also be squeezed. If the intensities of
E1 and E2 are temporally correlated, and increase in the amplitude of E1, i.e., the
X1 quadrature, will correspondingly occur with the same fluctuation in E2, i.e., the
X2 quadrature, this will cause a reduction of the variance of two-mode quadrature
X− at the expense of an increase in the variance of quadrature Ŷ−. Such a state is
known as a TMSS. As shown in Fig 2.7, the individual quadratures of E1 and E2 are
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not squeezed, but their joint quadratures of X̂−, Ŷ+ are squeezed, with X̂+ and Ŷ−
anti-squeezed. Mathematically, a TMSS is defined as
|α, β; ζ〉 = D̂a(α)D̂b(β)Ŝab(ζ)|0, 0〉, (2.16)
where D̂a(α) and D̂b(β) are displacement operators of field Ê1 and Ê2 respectively,
similar to the single-mode field, and the squeezing operator Ŝab(ζ) has the form
Ŝab(ζ) = exp(ζ
∗âb̂− ζâ†b̂†), (2.17)
where â† (â), b̂† (b̂) are the creation (annihilation) operators of the two modes respec-
tively.
2.2 Nonlinear Response of an Optical Medium
Generation of two-mode squeezed light states requires creating two photons simultane-
ously, which can be realized through a nonlinear optical process. Methods commonly
used in generating squeezed light include four-wave mixing in hot atomic vapors and
photon-pair production in crystals.
When the light propagates in a medium, it induces a polarization in the material.
The induced polarization P can be expressed as P (E), a function of the electric field
strength E. Depending on the relation between P and E, the medium can be classified
as a linear or nonlinear optical medium. A linear medium is characterized by a linear
relation between P and E, i.e., P (E) = ε0χE, where ε0 is the permittivity of free
space and χ is the electric susceptibility of the medium. A nonlinear medium, on the
other hand, is characterized by a nonlinear relation between P and E [40],
P (E) = ε0χ(E) = ε0(χ
(1)E + χ(2)E2 + χ(3)E3 + ...), (2.18)
where the coefficients χ(n) are the n-th-order susceptibilities of the medium, and the
presence of such a term is generally referred to as an n-th-order nonlinearity.
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.8: (a) Frequency doubling process, in which two photons at frequency ω are
absorbed and a single photon at frequency 2ω is generated. (b) Parametric down
conversion process, in which one photon at frequency ω is absorbed while two photons
at frequencies ωa and ωb are emitted, the frequencies satisfy ω = ωa + ωb.
Examples of the second-order nonlinear process, or χ(2) processes, are second
harmonic generation and parametric down conversion, as shown in Fig. 2.8. Second
harmonic generation is also known as frequency doubling. Two photons with the
same frequency ω are annihilated simultaneously when interacting with the nonlinear
medium and a new photon with frequency ω2 is generated. Since the photon energy
is E = ~ω, where ~ is the reduced Planck constant, the rule of energy conservation
yields
ω2 = ω + ω = 2ω. (2.19)
So the new generated photon has a frequency that is doubled compared to the initial
photon, which is a direct consequence of the energy conservation during the interaction.
At the same time, the momentum conservation gives
k2 = k + k = 2k. (2.20)
The generation of the second harmonic is very useful technically, because it offers the
possibility to double the frequencies of a light field. For example, the main laser used
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in our experimental setup is a Toptica SHG-Pro diode laser, the SHG system doubles
the frequency, which is equal to halving the wavelength λ, from the infrared light of
λ ≈ 1178 nm to the yellow light of λ ≈ 589 nm via the second harmonic generation
(SHG) process.
Parametric down conversion is the process of absorbing one photon with frequency
ω and emitting a pair of photons with frequencies ωa and ωb such that ωa + ωb = ω.
Both of the χ(2) processes involve three fields total. Parametric down conversion is
only one of many possible processes to generate photon pairs.
Similar to the case of second-order nonlinear phenomena, as a result of the χ(3)
nonlinear susceptibility, the third-order nonlinear process can involve three photons
from the fundamental waves with frequency ω1, ω2, ω3 and generate a new photon
with frequency ω4. If the three annihilated photons have the same frequency ω, the
frequency of the newly generated photon is tripled, as shown in Fig. 2.9a, this is called
third harmonic generation (THG). The rules of energy and momentum conservation
are applied to the involved photons in THG:
ω4 = ω1 + ω2 + ω3 = 3ω, (2.21a)
k4 = k1 + k2 + k3 = 3k. (2.21b)
With third-order nonlinear effects it is also possible that two fundamental photons are
annihilated during the interaction, and two new photons are generated simultaneously,
as shown in Fig. 2.9b. The energy and momentum conservation are also valid for all
involved photons:
ω1 + ω2 = ω3 + ω4, (2.22a)
k1 + k2 = k3 + k4. (2.22b)
This third-order nonlinear effect is called four-wave mixing. 4WM is of particular
interest for many applications, since the two generated photons are emitted in pairs
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.9: (a) Third harmonic generation process, in which three photons at frequency
ω are absorbed and a single photon at frequency 3ω is generated. (b) Four-wave mixing
process, in which two photons at frequencies ω1, ω2, are absorbed while two new photons
at frequencies ω3 and ω4 are emitted, the frequencies satisfy ω1 + ω2 = ω3 + ω4.
and the amplitudes of the two light fields are correlated.
2.3 Four-Wave Mixing in Hot Na Vapors
Four-wave mixing is one of the most effective methods to generate two-mode squeezed
light beams [41]. As we know from Sec. 2.2, in order to generate squeezed light via 4WM,
the light and medium interaction must produce a nonzero third-order polarization
term. Atomic vapors, such as Rb and Na, are χ(3) media, which means the lowest
order nonlinear effect is of the third order. This is because, unlike crystals, atomic
vapors have inversion symmetry, such that all the even orders of the susceptibilities,
χ(even), vanish. This is obvious to show, in an inversion symmetric medium,










which is only possible when all the even terms, χ(even), are zero.
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In our experiment, we use a hot sodium (Na) vapor as the nonlinear optical medium.
Na, like hydrogen and other alkali metals, has a single outermost valence electron,
which makes its energy level structure simple. Therefore, Na is a good candidate for
many atomic optical experiments.
(a) (b)
Figure 2.10: (a) 23Na D1 line, showing the energy spacing between the ground state
32S1/2 and the excited state 3
2P1/2, and the corresponding hyperfine structures. (b)
Measured absorption spectrum of the D1 line at about 150
◦C, showing the Doppler
broadening and the two resonant absorptions from F = 1 and F = 2 of the ground
state to the excited state, respectively.
The ground state of 23Na is 32S1/2; its first two excited states are the 3
2P1/2 and
32P3/2 states. The 3
2S1/2 → 32P1/2 and the 32S1/2 → 32P3/2 transitions, which are
also referred to as D1 line and D2 line, are the components of the famous fine-structure
doublet, which can be observed on a spectrograph as two closely spaced yellow lines
at 589 nm.
The D1 line of
23Na is shown in Fig. 2.10a. Due to hyperfine splitting, the ground
and excited states of the 23Na D1 line separate into two energy levels of F = 1
and F = 2, which can be modeled as a four-level system. Usually, the hyperfine
splitting of the excited state is not considered due to the large Doppler broadening at
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high temperatures, and the atom is approximated as a three-level system. Shown in
Fig. 2.10b is our measured absorption spectrum from the ground state 32S1/2 to the
excited state 32P1/2 in the presence of Doppler broadening, in which the two dips are
the resonant absorptions from F = 1 and F = 2 of the ground state to the excited
state, respectively, measured at ∼ 150 ◦C.
2.4 Double-Lambda Configuration
We use a double-Λ configuration on the Na D1 line to generate two-mode squeezed
light in our experiment, as shown in Fig. 2.11. F = 1 and F = 2 are hyperfine
levels of the ground state 32S1/2, and 3
2P1/2 is the first excited state. In a double-Λ
configuration, there are two original input beams, called pumps, and two newly created
twin beams, referred to as probe and conjugate. The name “double-Λ” originates from
the fact that the four beams look like two Λs in the energy level scheme: the lower
Λ consists of the probe and one pump, the upper Λ consists of the other pump and
the conjugate. In the lower Λ transition, a pump photon at frequency ω0 is absorbed
and causes a transition from 32S1/2, F = 2 to 3
2S1/2, F = 1 via the intermediate state
32P1/2, emitting a photon, called probe, at frequency ωp. The upper Λ transition is the
reverse process, where a pump photon at frequency ω0 is absorbed and a new photon
called conjugate is emitted at frequency ωc, resulting in a transition from 3
2S1/2, F = 1
back to 32S1/2, F = 2 via state 3
2P1/2. The one-photon detuning, ∆, is defined as the
detuning of the pump photon frequency ω0 from the transition 3
2S1/2, F = 1→ 32P1/2.
The emitted probe is detuned from the pump by ωHF plus a two-photon detuning δ,
that is,
δ = ωp − ω0 − ωHF, (2.24)
where ωHF is the hyperfine splitting between F = 1 and F = 2 ground states, which is
about 1.77 GHz for 23Na.
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Figure 2.11: Double-Λ scheme on sodium D1 line. ∆ and δ are the one-photon detuning
and two-photon detuning, respectively. The hyperfine levels of the excited state are not
resolved due to Doppler broadening at high temperatures.
In a four-wave mixing process, an atom gets excited by absorbing two pump photons
and then relaxes back to the ground state by emitting a pair of probe and conjugate
photons simultaneously. Due to energy conservation, according to Eq. (2.22a), the
photon frequencies must satisfy
2ω0 = ωp + ωc. (2.25)
The probe and conjugate photons are always created in pairs in four-wave mixing, so
the numbers of the probe and conjugate photons are highly correlated. The probe
and conjugate fields can become quantum entangled. The relative intensity noise of
the probe and conjugate beams can be lower than the individual beam noise, and
even below the shot noise limit. As a reminder, shot noise is the noise level we would
expect from two independent coherent light fields of the same intensities, keeping
the total intensity of the two beams unchanged. The shot noise can be measured by
splitting a beam with a simple 50/50 beam splitter cube, for example.
In experiments, a hot 23Na vapor is illuminated with a bright pump beam at
frequency ω0. Pairs of photons are generated at frequencies ωp and ωc in the forward
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Figure 2.12: Experimental schematic of 4WM beams. A weak seeding probe beam
and an intense pump beam propagate and intersect inside a hot 23Na vapor cell with
an angle θ. Balanced photodiodes and a spectrum analyzer are used to measure the
relative noise between generated probe and conjugate fields. SA: spectrum analyzer.
direction with an angle θ relative to the pump beam. By applying a weak incident
probe beam with angle θ relative to the pump beam, as shown in Fig. 2.12, the process
can be stimulated. This is also called seeding.
The double-Λ configuration has been shown to be an effective way to generate
two-mode squeezed states of light, and high levels of squeezing (-3.5 dB, -8.1 dB,
-9 dB) have been observed in Rb [42, 2, 41]. In this thesis, we use a similar double-Λ
configuration in 23Na to generate two-mode squeezed states of light and characterize
the gain and relative noise. The simulation results and experimental apparatus to




Simulation of Four-Wave Mixing in Hot Na Vapors
In this chapter we theoretically investigate the atomic susceptibilities of the sodium
vapor medium in response to external light fields. We also discuss the effect of the
phase-matching condition and of the effective phase-matching condition. The intensity
gain of the probe and conjugate fields is calculated and plotted over various parameter
regions. Finally, the limitations of our simulation will be discussed.
3.1 Description of the Susceptibilities
As discussed in Chapter 2, a nonlinear optical process is a result of induced polarization
in the medium in the presence of external fields. In order to understand the 4WM
process, we first study the polarization response of the atomic medium in the presence
of external light fields. The full polarization in a double-Λ system as described in
Fig. 2.11 is given by [43, 44]










where P (ωp), P (ωc) are induced polarizations due to the presence of the probe and
conjugate field, respectively. χij (i, j = p, c) is the susceptibility of the atomic medium,
which characterizes the response of the atomic system for a given field. The direct
susceptibilities χpp and χcc are the effective linear susceptibilities for the probe and
conjugate fields, respectively. The two cross terms χpc, χcp = χ
∗
pc, describe the
cross-coupling susceptibilities, which are responsible for the 4WM process. The
susceptibilities are derived from the master equation for the density matrix describing
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Figure 3.1: Energy level diagram of 23Na D1 line, showing the double-Λ configuration
with a single pump beam field E0 and probe/conjugate field Ep/Ec, respectively. Ω,
Ωp, Ωc are the Rabi frequencies of the couplings via pump, probe, and conjugate field,
respectively.























































































where N is the atomic number density of the medium, dij is the dipole moment
corresponding to the transition from state |i〉 to state |j〉. D is defined as
D = (ξ43 + ξ21)(ξ
∗





σii,jj are population differences, with σij the density matrix element between state |i〉
and state |j〉,
σ11,33 = σ11 − σ33 =
|ξ31|2
|Ω|2 + |ξ31|2 + |ξ42|2
, (3.4a)
σ11,44 = σ11 − σ44 =
|ξ31|2
|Ω|2 + |ξ31|2 + |ξ42|2
, (3.4b)
σ22,33 = σ22 − σ33 =
|ξ42|2
|Ω|2 + |ξ31|2 + |ξ42|2
, (3.4c)
σ22,44 = σ22 − σ44 =
|ξ42|2
|Ω|2 + |ξ31|2 + |ξ42|2
. (3.4d)
ξij is the complex decay rate that relates to the field detunings, the natural decay rate
γ of the excited states |3〉, |4〉, and the ground state decoherence rate γc,
ξ43 = i(∆2 −∆1)− γ, (3.5a)
















ξ21 = iδ − γc. (3.5f)
The susceptibilities describe the total response of the medium to both the probe
and conjugate fields. Experimentally, they can be adjusted by changing the frequencies
of probe/conjugate fields, the atomic density, or the pump intensity.
In order to investigate the susceptibilities in the presence of light fields, we plot
the four susceptibility components using expressions Eq. (3.2)–(3.5). The following
parameters are optimized based on experimental conditions. The atomic number
density N is set to N = 1.6× 1017 m−3, which is calculated from the vapor pressure
taken from Ref. [45], assuming the sodium vapor cell is heated to about 150 ◦C. The
dipole transitions dij are all set to be d = 1.22× 10−29 C ·m, taken from the effective
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far-detuned dipole moment for π-polarized light of the D1 line from Ref. [45]. We
assume the pump light has a power of 700 mW with beam waist 500 µm, which leads
to an average intensity of 178 W/cm2. The pump field Rabi frequency Ω is then
evaluated to be Ω = 69γ for a mean electric dipole d = 1.22× 10−29 C ·m .
Fig. 3.2 displays χ as a function of two-photon detuning δ ranging from δ = −20γ
to δ = 20γ. The primary feature of the plots is that the two-photon resonance sits not
at δ = 0, but is shifted to δ ≈ −8γ due to the light shift induced by the strong pump
field. We also see that the imaginary part of χpp (Im(χpp)), which is responsible for
the absorption of the probe field, is maximum at the two-photon resonance, where
the 4WM cross-coupling (χpc) also reaches a maximum. Therefore it is not an ideal
place to observe 4WM due to the large loss of the probe field, even in the presence of
a strong 4WM cross-coupling. However, the absorption of the probe (Im(χpp)) decays
faster than the 4WM cross-coupling (|χpc|) on the side of resonance, leaving a region
of δ on each side of the resonance where the competition between Im(χpp) and |χpc|
can result in a net gain for the probe, which is required for the observation of quantum
squeezing. The one-photon resonance of the probe, visible when the calculation of χpp
is extended to large δ range, lies at δ ≈ 100γ, due to the shifted one-photon detuning
∆1 = 80γ, as shown in Fig. 3.3. It should be noted that the amplitude of χcc is lower
compared to χpp, indicating the off-resonant nature of the conjugate field. A small
negative Im(χcc) corresponds to a negative absorption, showing an amplification effect
for the conjugate field. This is due to the fact that the effective linear terms are





Figure 3.2: Direct χpp, χcc (a, b) and cross χpc, χcp (c, d) susceptibilities for the probe
and conjugate fields as a function of the two-photon detuning δ, in units of the excited
state decay rate γ = 2π× 9.79 MHz. The blue solid lines are the real parts, and the red
dashed lines are the imaginary parts. The one-photon detuning is ∆1 = 80γ, and the
ground state decoherence rate is set to γc = 0.5γ.
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Figure 3.3: Direct susceptibility χpp as a function of δ over a larger range of detunings.
The large one-photon resonance appears at δ ≈ 100γ.
3.2 Phase-Matching Condition
The propagation of the slowly-varying amplitudes of the probe and conjugate fields















Considering nearly co-propagating beams along the z axis, these field equations in the





















where ∆kz is the projection of the phase mismatch ∆k = 2k0 − kp − kc on the z axis.
In order to achieve efficient 4WM coupling, the phase-matching condition has to be
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3.4: Illustration of the geometric phase matching condition. (a) In free space the
matching condition is fulfilled (∆kz = 0) when all beams are co-propagating. The wave
vector sum of the probe and conjugate is equal to the two wave vectors of the pump.
(b) The refractive index of the medium, np, changes the effective length of the probe
wave vector, which results in a phase mismatch. By introducing an angle θ between
the probe and the pump beam, the effective phase-matching condition is fulfilled. (c)
∆kz > 0 when effective phase-matching condition is fulfilled with np > 1.
fulfilled
∆k = 2k0 − kp − kc = 0. (3.8)
Eq. (3.7) shows the probe and conjugate fields depend not only on susceptibilities,
but also phase mismatch ∆kz. In free space, the phase-matching condition in Eq. (3.8)
leads to ∆kz = 0, which is satisfied when the beams are exactly co-propagating, as
shown in Fig. 3.4a. However, this holds only for the case of free space. In a real
experimental environment, the refractive index n induced by the 4WM process should
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be considered. This leads to the effective phase-matching condition [44]:




As shown in Fig. 3.2, when δ is around resonance (δ ≈ 0), Re(χpp) ≈ 0, so np ≈ 1
and free space configuration can approximately fulfill the phase-matching condition.
However, as δ is shifted away from the resonance, Re(χpp) increases and np > 1, which
changes the probe wave vector and results in a phase mismatch. In order to correct
this, an angle θ is introduced between the probe/conjugate and the pump beam so
that the effective phase-matching condition Eq. (3.9) is fulfilled, as seen in Fig. 3.4b.
As Fig. 3.4c shows, in this configuration, ∆kz is no longer 0. ∆kz can be expressed as
∆kz = 2k0 − npkp cos θ − kc cos θ. (3.10)
Experimentally, ∆kz can be adjusted by changing the input angle between the input
probe seeding field and the pump field.
3.3 Four-Wave Mixing Gain Calculation
From the previous sections, we note that the two-photon detuning δ and the phase
mismatch ∆kz play important roles in the 4WM process, as δ affects the 4WM
coupling strength and absorption loss, and ∆kz represents phase matching. In order to
further investigate the effects of these parameters, we calculate the 4WM gain for the
probe/conjugate fields by adjusting the various parameters. The solutions to the field
propagation equations Eq. (3.7), with a seeding probe field Es and no input conjugate











where L is the medium length that the fields travel through, and
ξ =
√
a2 − apcacp, (3.12a)
δa =

















We define the gains of the probe and conjugate field intensities as the ratio between









We first explore the dependencies of the probe and conjugate gain on the two-
photon detuning δ and the input angle θ between the probe seeding beam and the
pump beam. According to Eq. (3.10), changing input angle θ is equal to a change
in ∆kz. Fig. 3.5 shows the corresponding gain against δ and input angle θ for the
probe and the conjugate fields. Both of the gain curves are asymptotical as they
approach the two-photon detuning resonance at δ ≈ −8γ, due to the phase-matching
condition. When the input angle θ increases, i.e., ∆kz increases, a larger δ is required
to maximize the gain. It is also shown in the figure that there is a large discrepancy
between the behavior of the probe and conjugate. The maximum gain value of the
conjugate is several times larger than the probe, due to the large absorption loss of the
probe field. Moreover, the maximum gain for the probe and conjugate are located at
different parameter regions for δ and θ, which makes it difficult to optimize the gain
for the probe and conjugate simultaneously. The discrepancy between the probe and
conjugate gain would reduce the possibility of observing quantum squeezing, because
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Figure 3.5: Simulated gain behavior of probe (Gp) and conjugate (Gc) over a range of δ
and θ. Here Ω = 69γ, ∆1 = 80γ.
for amplitude correlations the field amplitude of each beam should be similar.
The Rabi frequency Ω for the pump, i.e., the intensity of the pump field, also affects
the gain level and the two-photon resonance, as well as the optimized input angle θ.
Fig. 3.6 shows the probe and conjugate gain for different pump Rabi frequencies Ω,
all other parameters being the same. We find that a higher Ω increases the overall
gain levels. Moreover, it shifts the δ resonance point further to the negative side, and
also increases the input angle θ required to achieve the maximum gain.
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(a) Ω = 60γ
(b) Ω = 69γ
(c) Ω = 80γ
Figure 3.6: Calculated gain of the probe and conjugate beams as functions of two-photon
detuning δ and probe-pump angle θ for different pump Rabi frequencies. (a) Ω = 60γ,
(b) Ω = 69γ, (c) Ω = 80γ. 35
3.4 Summary
We solved the coupled differential equations under the approximation of slowly-varying
amplitudes and nearly co-propagating fields to calculate the gain of the probe and
conjugate fields. The results predict significant gain, especially for the conjugate,
when the experimental parameters are adjusted appropriately.
However, a few limitations have to be noted when evaluating the simulation results.
First, the parameter region where large gain of the probe and conjugate is achieved
does not necessarily indicate a large squeezing of the relative noise between the
probe and conjugate fields, due to the enormous discrepancy between the probe and
conjugate gain. In fact, maximum gain means high efficiency of the 4WM process,
but it is not ideal for the squeezing measurement because of the highly imbalanced
twin beams. Second, the model used for the calculation does not take the Doppler
effect into account. The frequencies of the probe and pump fields, seen by the moving
atoms, are shifted as








ß where ω0 and ωc, are the frequencies of the pump and probe fields, respectively.
Even though the probe and pump beams are nearly co-propagating, since ω0 6= ωc, the
Doppler effect does not completely cancel out and there is still a residual Doppler shift
which causes inhomogeneous broadening for the fields due to the motion of the atoms
in the vapor cell. Besides, the large line broadening resulting from the Doppler effect
at high temperatures causes a large absorption, considering the hyperfine splitting of
23Na ground state is relatively small (≈ 1.77 GHz). In the future, we plan to include
the Doppler effect by integrating atom velocities, which is more computationally
intensive. The third limitation of the calculation is that it assumes a constant pump
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Rabi frequency Ω, and constant index of refraction np through the entire process. In
reality, the pump beam is Gaussian distributed and the change of intensity along the
spatial profile results in a position-dependent Rabi frequency and phase matching
condition, which causes a reduction on the gain level at the output.
Our simulation results are promising and can be used as a guide to indicate
that 4WM with gain larger than one could be obtained in our setup in hot sodium
vapors. However, in the experiments, it is still necessary to adjust all the parameters
empirically, because several experimental effects such as self-focusing and others are
not captured in the simulation model.
A future direction to improve our calculation is to incorporate the Doppler effect,
as well as compare the calculation results with the experimental results to verify the
methods. The simulation results presented here serve as guide for our experimental
explorations. In the next chapter, I describe the setup of the experiments and the
optimization of the 4WM gain according to the simulations presented here.
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Chapter 4
Experimental Setup for Four-Wave Mixing in Hot
Na Vapors
In this chapter, we describe the experimental setup used to perform the 4WM ex-
periments. Sec. 4.1 shows the laser system and laser frequency stabilization using
saturated absorption spectroscopy, Sec. 4.2 gives a detailed description of our optics
setup for 4WM, Sec. 4.3 introduces our home-built cell oven, and Sec. 4.4 describes
the detection.
4.1 Laser System
The pump and probe beams used in 4WM transitions are derived from a commercial
solid-state laser system that generates 1 Watt of 589 nm laser light (Toptica TA-SHG
Pro). The second harmonic generation (SHG) module inside the laser means that the
infrared light from a laser diode in external cavity configuration (ECDL) is amplified
by a tapered amplifier and the frequency is doubled and converted into visible light
in a bow-tie cavity. The system is capable of emitting a continuous light beam at a
power of approximately 1 Watt over a tunable wavelength range of 589± 3 nm with
instantaneous linewidth on the order of a few kHz. The laser frequency is monitored
on an external wavelength meter, HighFinesse WS7, using a diagnostic low power
output of the IR diode light before doubling. The wavelength meter delivers excellent
absolute accuracy of 30 MHz with a measurement speed of up to 500 Hz for pulsed and
continuous lasers, which allows us to monitor the laser frequency. To keep the laser
frequency precise and stable without drifting, which is fundamental in our experiments,
we actively lock the laser frequency through saturated absorption spectroscopy.




Figure 4.1: (a) Absorption profile for laser spectroscopy of Na D2 line when pump beam
is off. The two strong absorption regions are Doppler-broadened transitions between
the 32S1/2, F = 2, 3
2S1/2, F = 1 ground state and the 3
2S1/2, F
′ = 1, 2, 3 excited states
respectively. (b) Absorption profile for saturated absorption spectroscopy of Na. It
resembles the profile from regular laser spectroscopy but with added Lamb dips.
determining the atomic transition frequency while counteracting the Doppler broad-
ening from a hot atomic vapor. In regular laser spectroscopy, laser light propagates
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through a hot atomic vapor, and the absorption profile is Doppler-broadened by a
few hundred MHz to GHz, depending on the vapor temperature and atomic mass.
Shown in Fig. 4.1a is our measured Doppler-broadened absorption profile of our Na
vapor. The two dips are the transitions from F = 1 and F = 2 hyperfine ground states
to the excited state of the D2 line. In saturated absorption spectroscopy, a strong
second laser light, called pump beam, with the same frequency as the weak probe
beam, counter-propagates through the atomic vapor cell. If the laser is on resonance,
both beams interact with atoms that have zero longitudinal velocity, and the probe
absorption is significantly less because the pump beam is strong enough to saturate
the transition. Fig. 4.1b shows the two peaks in the absorption profile measured in
our saturated spectroscopy setup when the strong pump beam is turned on, known
as Lamb dips. The two peaks are associated with two transitions respectively, and
the center dip in between is the result of crossover resonances at frequencies directly
between two peaks. A crossover resonance appears in the spectrum whenever the
Doppler shift causes a velocity class with non-zero longitudinal velocity to be resonant
on one transition with the Doppler shifted probe beam and on a different transition
with the Doppler shifted pump beam. In our saturated absorption spectroscopy design,
a lock-in amplifier (5207 Lock-in Amplifier from Princeton Applied Research) is used
to generate an error signal that is proportional to the laser detuning from the desired
frequency to create the feedback loop for locking the laser. The lock-in amplifier first
creates a signal proportional to the derivative of the probe beam absorption signal,
which will have zero crossings for each of the well-defined Lamb dips in the absorption
profile, as shown in Fig. 4.2. This signal is then fed into a home-built analog PID
controller to create the final error signal that is fed back into the laser control which
adjusts the frequency, and a feedback loop is created.
Fig. 4.3 shows the experimental setup of our saturated absorption spectroscopy. A
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Figure 4.2: Bottom trace (grey): closer view of the probe beam signal for transitions
involving the F = 2 ground state. Top trace (red): the output error signal from the
lock-in amplifier after FM modulation of the pump beam with an AOM. We choose the
first positive to negative zero crossing point (at 0 MHz relative frequency in this figure),
which is the maximum point of the probe signal, to be our locking point.
portion of the beam from our main laser is split into the probe and pump beams which
propagate through a Na vapor cell in opposite directions. The vapor cell is maintained
at a temperature of 110 ◦C so that it is above the melting point of Na (97.8 ◦C), but
not too high to react with the glass cell. The pump beam double-passes a 80 MHz
AOM, which allows us to offset the frequency of the pump, and in turn gives us the
capability of controlling the locking frequency of the main laser. The effect of shifting
only the pump and not the probe is that the main laser frequency when locked is red
shifted by 80 MHz (half the total pump shift away from resonance). This plus the 30
MHz to go from the crossover lock point to actual resonance is compensated by the
110 MHz AOM shift for the imaging beam, which needs to be on resonance. With
saturated absorption spectroscopy, we are able to lock our main diode laser for over
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Figure 4.3: Experimental setup for FM-modulated saturated absorption spectroscopy.
The pump beam (red line) and probe (blue line) are derived from the main laser. The
pump is frequency shifted and FM modulated through an AOM to allow tuning of the
lock point and lock-in detection with a derivative signal.
15 hours with a frequency accuracy within 1 MHz.
4.2 Four-Wave Mixing Beam Setup
Fig. 4.4 shows the optics setup of our 4WM experiment. The pump light is derived
directly from our TA-SHG Pro laser beam tuned close to the D1 resonance frequency
(∼508.335 THz) with a power of about 900 mW. A fraction of the pump beam
(∼100 mW) is diverted and frequency shifted by ∼1.7 GHz as probe beam to seed the
4WM process. This frequency shift is achieved by sending the probe beam through a
customized acousto-optical modulator (AOM) from Brimose operating at a frequency
of 1.7 GHz. An AOM uses the acousto-optic effect to diffract and shift the frequency
of light using sound waves (usually at radio-frequency),
fout = fin ± nfm, (4.1)
where fm is the modulation frequency of the AOM. The order of diffraction, n=0,1,2,3,...,
and the sign of shift are governed by the angle of input. Here we down-shift the pump
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Figure 4.4: Experimental setup for 4WM experiment. The pump beam (red line) is
derived from the main laser, with part of it frequency shifted through an AOM and used
as the probe beam (green line) to seed the 4WM process. The probe beam is coupled
into a single-mode polarization-maintaining fiber and propagates through the Na vapor
cell at an angle θ with respect to the pump beam. The 4WM relative intensity noise is
measured by subtracting the probe beam intensity from the conjugate beam intensity
using a balanced detector. An attenuator is used on the probe beam to balance the
intensities of the probe and conjugate beams.
frequency to the first order by 1.7 GHz to generate the probe beam that is used to
seed the 4WM process.
Due to the unusual high operating frequency of the AOM (1.7 GHz ), the diffraction
efficiency is about 30%, lower than a regular AOM. Additionally, the output beam
profile after the AOM is distorted as a result of the high-frequency shift. After passing
the AOM, the probe beam is coupled into a single-mode, polarization-maintaining
fiber to clean its spatial profile. After the fiber output coupler, an imaging system (two
lenses) is used to resize and collimate the probe beam. The beam waist of the probe
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beam is positioned inside the cell, with a waist radius measured to be approximately
280 µm and a Rayleigh length of about 430 mm. The size and position of the pump
beam is adjusted to have enough overlap with the probe beam. The pump beam is
collimated to have a waist radius larger than the probe, around w0 = 520 µm inside
the cell to allow more probe photons to interact with the pump photons. The pump
power is much higher (∼ 600 mW) than the power of the probe (∼ 500 µW), so the
pump intensity remains large enough even with a large size of the pump beam.
The pump and probe beams are combined through a polarized beam splitter (PBS)
placed right before the sodium vapor cell. Here, the bright pump and weak probe
beam have orthogonal linear polarizations such that the p-polarized probe beam is
transmitted and the s-polarized pump beam is reflected, with their portions sent into
the vapor cell adjustable via the λ/2 waveplates placed before the beam-combining
PBS, as shown in Fig. 4.4. At the exit of the vapor cell, another PBS is used to
remove the pump light while transmitting the probe light as well as the newly created
conjugate light. The removal of the pump beam after the cell is important since
the bright pump light entering the detectors afterwards will add noise. In practice a
small portion of the pump light is still transmitted through the PBS, but it can be
blocked by a beam dump after it is separated from the probe and conjugate beam at
a later point. The sodium cell is contained in a home-built oven, details of which are
described in Sec. 4.3.
After blocking the pump light, the probe and conjugate light are sent into a
balanced detector for intensity and noise detection, which will be discussed in detail
in Sec. 4.4.
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4.3 Vapor Cell Oven
The nonlinear medium used in our 4WM experiment is pure 23Na gas contained in
a 25 mm diameter, 75 mm path length Pyrex cell from Precision Glassblowing. We
use a home-built oven to heat up the cell to above 150 ◦C, as shown in Fig. 4.5. The
cell is encased in a metal lens tube with a hole on top to fit the protruding cell finger.
The tube has anti-reflection coated windows to reduce losses on the generated beams,
but keep the heated air inside the oven. Two Kapton heaters are adhered on the
sides of the tube to generate heat, while keeping the cell windows hotter than the
center to prevent sodium condensation on the windows. The heaters are connected to
a PID controller to allow us to gently change the cell temperature as well as keep the
temperature constant when needed. The temperature is monitored by thermocouples
placed at three different positions of the cell. The lens tube is held by two Teflon
spacers located at the ends of the oven, surrounded by mineral wool insulation to
reduce heat dissipation as well as to keep the cell uniformly heated. With this oven




Figure 4.5: Home-built oven used to adjust vapor cell temperature. (a) Picture of the
oven positioned on the optical table. (b) Schematic of the oven design. Within the oven,
a lens tube with two anti-reflection coated windows is used to hold the Na cell. Heat is
transferred to the lens tube through heaters adhered to the outside of the tube. Mineral
wool insulation is used between the oven and lens tube to prevent heat dissipation.
The heaters are connected to a PID controller to keep the temperature constant. The
temperature is monitored by thermocouples placed at the two ends and center of the
lens tube (not shown here).
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4.4 Signal and Noise Detection
As shown in Fig. 4.4, after exiting the vapor cell, the pump beam is reflected by a
PBS to a beam dump, with the residual blocked by another beam dump later where
the three beams are spatially separated (not shown in Fig. 4.4). The probe/conjugate
beams are transmitted through the PBS and separated after a long optical path
(∼1 m). Before entering the detector, a variable attenuator is placed in the path of
the probe beam to introduce loss on the probe and balance the intensities between
the probe and conjugate beams. The balanced detector used in this experiment is a
PDB-450A from Thorlabs with an operating wavelength range of 320 - 1000 nm. This
balanced detector has two Silicon photodiodes, which can be used to detect the probe
and conjugate fields simultaneously. It has two monitor ports which output DC voltage
signals that are proportional to the the intensity of the probe and conjugate beam,
respectively. There is also a RF output which is able to measure small differences
between two optical input signals while suppressing common fluctuations. The RF
output bandwidth is switchable, with options DC/150/45/4/0.3/0.1 MHz, and the
corresponding RF output gains are 103/104/105/106/107 V/A. The output RF signal
is displayed on a spectrum analyzer to show the noise level.
4.5 Summary
In summary, we described how we derive probe and pump light from a diode laser
and send them into a sodium vapor cell heated by a home-built oven. The four-wave
mixing interaction, which occurs inside the sodium cell generates a new light field
called conjugate light. The intensities of the newly generated conjugate light and the
amplified probe light are measured by a balanced detector, which also measures their
relative intensity noise together with a spectrum analyzer.
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Chapter 5
Experimental Results on Four-Wave Mixing in
Hot Na Vapors
In this chapter, we show the implementation of 4WM experiments to generate two-
mode squeezed states of light. The experimental results are presented, including the
shot noise calibration, and the measurements of the 4WM gain and noise. We also
present the application of saturated absorption light to reduce the absorption losses,
and our design of a stainless steel vapor cell that will be able to function at higher
temperatures to increase the gain in the future.
5.1 Calibration of Shot Noise Limit
To characterize quantum squeezed states of light, we will compare the relative noise
of the probe and conjugate signals with the shot noise limit (SNL). As mentioned in
Chapter 2, the shot noise is an intrinsic property of light due to its particle nature.
The statistical distribution of the shot noise can be modeled by a Poisson distribution.
For coherent laser light, the fluctuation of a photo-current ∆I scales as the square-root
of the light intensity I:
(∆I)2 = 〈(I − 〈I〉)2〉 ∝ I. (5.1)
Our shot noise was calibrated by measuring the electrical noise of two balanced beams
generated by a PBS in the analysis frequency range of 0-3 MHz, where the noise
spectrum is relatively flat, as described in Fig. 5.1. We calibrated the shot noise limit
and it serves as a reference point for the experiment’s other noise measurements since it
is an intrinsic and expected property of light. As shown in Fig. 5.2, our measured shot
noise has a linear relationship with total laser power. The noise was measured over a




Figure 5.1: Illustration of shot noise calibration. (a) Experimental setup for balanced
beam shot noise detection. The first waveplate and PBS are used to purify the light
polarization, while the second waveplate and PBS are used to balance the beam powers.
(b) Measured shot noise spectrum at a total power of 80 mW.
analyzer has a resolution bandwidth (RBW) of 30 kHz and a video bandwidth (VBW)
of 100 Hz. The calibration is used to experimentally determine the shot noise limit,
which is then compared with the relative intensity noise of probe and conjugate beams
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Figure 5.2: Measured shot noise limit as a function of power. The shot noise power is
linear in the power of the laser light, as expected.
when investigating the relative intensity squeezing.
5.2 Four-Wave Mixing Gain Characterization
An important parameter to characterize the four-wave mixing interaction strength is
the gain of probe and conjugate signals, which is defined as the gain in intensity and





where P is the power of the probe or conjugate signal, and Poff is the power of the
probe beam when it is tuned far off-resonance and the pump beam is off. The gain
is normalized against the probe intensity far away from resonance because at such a
frequency the probe field does not interact with the atoms and thus provides a good
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Figure 5.3: The response of probe and conjugate beams when the one-photon detuning
(∆) is scanned across the 4WM resonance spectrum. The probe spectrum without pump
field (black solid) shows the Doppler-broadened absorption profile. The probe signal
with pump field on (blue dash-dotted) shows the probe gain of the 4WM process. The
conjugate signal (red dashed) is only observed when the pump field is applied. Here, the
conjugate signal was shifted by ∼ 3.4 GHz to illustrate where the conjugate frequency
lies in the Doppler broadened absorption profile.
reference point.
Fig. 5.3 shows an example observation of the probe and conjugate fields on the
Na D1 line in the double-Λ configuration when scanning the one-photon detuning
∆. The observation of the probe and conjugate signals shows that the double-Λ
configuration and our experimental setup are functioning on Na in principle. The
probe and conjugate peaks can also be observed on an index card as the main laser
is scanned. The probe peak in the off-resonance region gives a gain of ∼1.6. We
observed two conjugate peaks, one in the off-resonance regime with a gain of 0.2, and
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Figure 5.4: Dependence of probe gain on pump power and cell temperature. The probe
was measured at a two-photon detuning δ = −11 MHz, pump beam waist wp = 490 µm,
probe beam waist wpr = 264 µm, input probe power 170 µW and probe-pump angle
θ = 0.12◦. The one-photon detuning ∆, was optimized at each data point for maximum
gain. Each trace corresponds to a different pump power, as shown in the legend.
the other peak is in the near-resonance regime with a gain of 0.6, which corresponds
to the off-resonance probe peak. The gain of the probe and conjugate are somewhat
small compared with those in Rb 4WM experiments. So, we needed to optimize the
experimental parameters to improve the gain.
The four-wave mixing gain depends on many experimental parameters. It can
be optimized by adjusting the beam alignment to change the pump-probe angle θ,
the one-photon detuning ∆, two photon detuning δ, pump power, and the vapor
cell temperature T . Fig. 5.4 shows the probe gain dependence on pump power and
vapor cell temperature. As revealed by the figure, increasing the pump power and
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Figure 5.5: Dependence of probe gain on one-photon detuning ∆ and two photon
detuning δ.
cell temperature was found to increase the probe gain. However, increasing these two
parameters is difficult due to experimental limitations. The pump power is limited due
to the total power of 1 W from the main laser. The temperature is limited because
the glass cell starts reacting with the sodium at temperatures above 120 ◦C. Several
vapor cells were destroyed in the course of these measurements.
Apart from pump power and cell temperature, the impact of detunings on probe
gain is also investigated. This experiment is performed by scanning the main laser
frequency (corresponding to scanning one-photon detuning ∆), while the two-photon
detuning δ and the input angle θ were fixed. We also scan the two-photon detuning δ
by changing the AOM driving frequency while keeping ∆ fixed. The measurements of
the probe gain as a function of both detunings is shown in Fig. 5.5. There are large
detuning regions (∆ and δ) where a net gain larger than one can be observed.
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5.3 Four-Wave Mixing Noise Measurements
The noise spectrum of the beams generated by four-wave mixing are investigated to
observe the correlations. We measure the noise spectrum of the individual probe and
conjugate beams as well as their relative noise spectrum, which is then compared with
the shot noise limit. The probe and conjugate beam exiting the cell have imbalanced
intensities due to imbalanced gains and losses, as shown in Fig. 5.3. The intensity
imbalance can increases the relative intensity noise, because the relative intensity noise
reduction is achieved through adding correlated photons to the probe and conjugate
beam that allow the fluctuations to be subtracted. A higher-intensity probe beam
carries fluctuations which can not be cancelled by the conjugate beam [46]. In order to
reduce this noise contribution, we use a variable density attenuator to introduce loss on
the probe beam, at expense of destroying some correlated photons. By optimizing the
probe attenuation, these two effects can be balanced and a minimum relative intensity
noise is achieved. As shown in Fig. 5.6, we observe a significant noise reduction of
the relative noise spectrum with respect to the individual beam noises, demonstrating
the noise cancellation between the probe and conjugate beams. The relative noise
approaches the shot noise limit, with an average of about 1 dB difference.
To summarize, we observe net gain in our 4WM experiment (gain of probe ranges
from 1 to 5 depending on the cell temperature), and a significant lower relative
noise than each individual noise of probe/conjugate beams at the same intensity.
However, noise squeezing is not achieved yet, which we attribute to two main factors.
Firstly, the large Doppler broadening and small hyperfine splitting (1.77 GHz for 23Na
vs. 3.03 GHz for 85Rb) makes the absorption loss much higher compared to 4WM
experiments using 85Rb [2, 44]. The large absorption loss, which is as high as about
80%, destroys a large number of the correlated photons, which are needed to realize
noise squeezing. Secondly, the intrinsic gain of the 4WM process is currently not high
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Figure 5.6: Measured noise spectrum of individual probe and conjugate beams, the
relative intensity noise and the shot noise limit. Here, the cell temperature T = 160 ◦C,
the probe-pump angle θ = 0.12◦, and two-photon detuning δ = −11 MHz. One-photon
detuning was optimized for the lowest relative noise.
enough, especially in the presence of large losses. The competition between the gain
and the loss determines the squeezing level of the relative noise. The gain generates
the correlated photons, and loss reduces the correlated photons. So our efforts are
directed to reducing the loss and increasing the gain.
5.4 Saturated Absorption Light
In order to reduce losses, we apply a saturated absorption method to reduce the
conjugate absorption loss inside the hot vapor. In the saturated absorption method,
a saturating beam with high intensity, I ≈ Isat, near resonance frequency, ω ≈ ω0,
propagates in the opposite direction of the conjugate beam and saturates the atomic
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transition. The saturation creates a narrow peak in the intensity of the conjugate beam
transmitted through the medium [47]. We built a saturated absorption optical system
using tunable yellow light from a dye laser (CR-599) providing 5 mW saturating power.
Fig. 5.7 shows the optical setup of the 4WM experiment with saturated absorption
beam aligned to counter-propagate the conjugate beam inside the vapor cell.
Figure 5.7: Experimental setup with an on-resonance saturating beam. The saturating
beam is counter-propagating with the conjugate beam at the same frequency, to saturate
the atomic absorption and reduce conjugate absorption loss.
Fig. 5.8 shows the intensities of the probe and conjugate beams vs. time, and
the relative intensity noise before and after applying saturated absorption light. We
observed a signal enhancement by at least 50% for the conjugate beam, 10% for the
probe beam, and a relative intensity noise reduction, especially at higher frequencies,
as an effect of our saturated absorption beam. The noise increase at high frequencies
when the saturated absorption beam is absent is probably due to the fluctuations from
the intensity and frequency noise in our diode laser: the second-harmonic generation
(SHG) system converts frequency noise to additional intensity noise. This noise is
not daily consistent and we sometime observe increased levels of noise, especially
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at higher frequencies of the spectrum. Meanwhile, we see from Fig. 5.8 that the
saturated absorption beam introduces some time-dependent noise drifts on the probe
and conjugate signal, due to the fact that the saturating light from our old dye laser
is somewhat unstable and drifts in amplitude and frequency. The instability of the
saturating beam comes from sources such as bubbles in the dye jet and pressure
fluctuation of the jet. It adds additional noise to the probe/conjugate beam, which
also contributes to the 4WM relative noise as the noise added to the probe and
conjugate are not equal and cannot be fully cancelled. Our results suggest that the
saturated absorption method is beneficial in reducing the probe/conjugate loss due to
absorption inside the vapor cell and that the relative noise can be reduced by this
method. However, a stronger and more stable saturating light, possibly from a solid




Figure 5.8: 4WM signals and noise with saturated absorption light. (a) Probe and
conjugate intensities with and without saturated absorption light vs. time. (b) Saturated
absorption light reduces the relative noise. The results suggest that by applying saturated
absorption light, the gain of the probe and conjugate beams can be enhanced, and their
relative noise can be reduced.
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5.5 A New Vapor Cell Design
As shown in Fig. 5.4, increasing pump power and cell temperature could increase the
gain. The pump power, however, is limited by the total output power of our main
laser. Increasing the cell temperature actually increases the vapor pressure in the
cell, thus increasing the atomic density. The vapor pressure in Na is about three
magnitudes lower compared to that in Rb, as shown in Fig. 5.9. So in order to obtain
the same vapor pressure, a much higher temperature is required. On the other hand,
cell temperature is limited because sodium starts reacting with the Pyrex glass of our
cell at temperatures higher than 120 ◦C. To solve this, we are designing a stainless
steel vapor cell that can heat up to 400 ◦C. Fig. 5.10 shows the design of our new cell.
The main part of the system is made of stainless steel and can heat up to a higher
temperature without reacting with sodium. The sodium, when it is solid, is contained
in a stainless steel cup, which can be filled with extra sodium so that it lasts longer
and it’s also easy to refill.
(a) (b)
Figure 5.9: Vapor pressure of (a) Na and (b) Rb. The dashed lines are the corresponding
vapor pressure at temperature T = 120 ◦C. Models are Eq. (1) in Ref. [45, 48].
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Figure 5.10: The new stainless steel cell design. The main part of the system is made
of stainless steel so it can work at much higher temperatures than a glass vapor cell.
The removable sodium cup can contain more sodium material so that it lasts longer,
and refills easily. The two anti-reflected coated sapphire windows can work at high
temperatures with little reflection and without destructible reactions with hot Na vapor.
5.6 Summary and Outlook
To generate twin beams of yellow light at 589 nm, we set up an experimental system
that can realize the four-wave mixing on sodium with a double-Λ configuration. The
conjugate beam was observed at the output of the hot sodium vapor cell with input
seeding probe light, which nearly co-propagates with the pump beam. Gains ranging
from 1-5 were observed depending on the pump power and the cell temperature.
There was a reduction of about 2 dB on the relative intensity noise of the probe and
conjugate light from their individual noises, showing that correlated photons were
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created. There is a significant level of absorption loss due to the Doppler broadened
sodium D1 line. The lower atomic density in our Na experiments compared to that in
Rb, due to the vapor pressure being about three magnitudes lower than that of Rb,
also limits the gain in our experiments.
We tested a saturated absorption method which increased the gain of the probe
and conjugate beam by ∼10% and ∼50% respectively, even with our comparatively
noisy and weak dye laser. The results suggest that with a more stable and powerful
light source for the saturated absorption setup, the absorption and the relative noise
can be further reduced.
We are currently working on building a new stainless steel cell to overcome the
temperature limitation of the current glass vapor cell. The new cell will allow us to
dramatically increase the temperature and thus lead to higher gain. Combined with
the improved saturated absorption setup, it is very promising that we will achieve
quantum squeezing in the near future.
Once squeezing is observed, we plan to apply the squeezed states of light in our
Na spinor BEC experiments, to enhance the signal-to-noise ratio in atom number
measurements and explore the interfacing of quantum squeezed states of light with
entangled spin-states of matter waves in the BEC.
In the next chapters, I will switch from photons to atoms and describe our
experiments on matter-wave quantum optics with our Na spinor BECs.
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Chapter 6
Theory of Spin-Mixing in Na Spinor BECs
In Chapter 6, and the following three chapters, we will discuss the theory and
experimental results of creating an atomic interferometer with quantum-enhanced
sensitivity based on spin-exchange collisions in F = 1 spinor Bose-Einstein condensates.
Spin-exchange collisions in F = 1 spinor Bose-Einstein condensates, where two
atoms with magnetic quantum number mF = 0 collide and change into a pair with
mF = ±1, are useful to implement matter-wave quantum optics in spin space, such
as quantum-enhanced interferometry, because the collisions generate entanglement
and they can be precisely controlled using microwave dressing. We are interested
in atomic interferometry in spinor BECs because it has applications in quantum-
enhanced sensing. The control of collisions via microwave dressing explained in this
chapter, together with our versatile experimental platform I helped to design and
construct, allow us to study quantum engineering of matter waves for a new generation
of quantum technologies based on matter-wave quantum optics. Examples of such
quantum technologies are quantum-enhanced sensors for external fields with high
spatial resolution [49], quantum-enhanced probes of ultracold atomic samples to
measure spin populations with reduced noise [50], and quantum-enhanced matter-wave
devices such as phase-sensitive amplifiers [51], similar to those known from quantum
optics with light.
In this chapter, the theory of spin-exchange collisions in spinor BEC is described
in detail. This starts with an introduction to BEC and the spin-mixing Hamiltonian.
The techniques to create and manipulate BEC, including laser cooling and trapping,
microwave dressing, and the sequence to realize atomic interferometry are also presented
in detail.
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6.1 Introduction to BEC
A Bose-Einstein condensate (BEC) is an exotic phase of matter predicted by Bose
and Einstein in 1924 where identical bosonic particles macroscopically occupy the
same quantum state (ground state) of an external potential and act as a single
quantum entity [22, 23]. It typically occurs when the temperature falls below a
critical temperature Tc. For dilute atomic gases, Tc is typically in the regime of
nanoKelvin [52]. Bose-Einstein condensation is caused by the quantum statistics
of Bosons, in contrast to other phase transitions such as melting and evaporating,
which depend on inter-atomic interactions. However, experimental realization of a
BEC was difficult because the critical temperature Tc was too low to realize under
the technical conditions at that time. Until 1995, 71 years after the prediction, with
the help of new techniques, especially laser cooling and trapping, and evaporative
cooling, Bose-Einstein condensation was first observed in dilute rubidium gases by
Eric Cornell and Carl Wieman [24]. Since then BECs of sodium, lithium and many
other alkali atoms have also been realized [25, 53]. Subsequently, Steven Chu, Claude
N. Cohen-Tannoudji and William D. Phillips were awarded the Nobel Prize in physics
in 1997 for their contributions of laser cooling, which made BEC possible [54, 55, 56].
In 2001, Eric Cornell, Wolfgang Ketterle and Carl Wieman were awarded the Nobel
Prize in physics for the experimental achievement of Bose-Einstein condensation in
dilute atomic gases [57, 58].







where m is the mass of the particle, ~ is the reduced Planck’s constant (~ = h/2π),
and kB is the Boltzmann constant. At high temperatures, λdB is small compared to
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Figure 6.1: Cartoon of the phase transition to a BEC. At high temperatures, the
inter-atomic distance is much larger than their wavelength, and atoms can be treated as
classical particles. As the gas is cooled down, the wave nature becomes more dominant.
At a critical temperature Tc, the atomic wavefunctions overlap and start to form a BEC.
At zero temperature, the atoms form a pure BEC. Figure inspired by Ref. [60].
the spacing between atoms and the gas behaves classically, like point particles. As the
temperature decreases, quantum effects become more apparent and the atoms behave
more like waves. When the temperature is so low that λdB is comparable to the average
inter-particle distance, approximately ( V
N
)1/3, with V and N the volume and the total
number of particles of the gas, respectively, the individual atomic wavefunctions will
overlap, and a condensate forms [59], as shown in Fig. 6.1.
The transition to a BEC occurs below a critical temperature Tc, which satisfies [61]
nλdB
3 ≈ 2.612, (6.2)
where n = N/V is the particle density, and nλdB
3 = D is the phase-space density.
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For trapped alkali atoms with typical densities of 1013 − 1015 cm−3, the critical
temperature Tc is in the order of ten nK to a few µK.
6.2 Spin-Mixing Hamiltonian
Because the particles in the BEC are all in a single quantum state, thousands or
even millions of atoms in the BEC can behave like a single quantum particle. A
single-component atomic BEC is typically described by a scalar order parameter (macro-










∇2 + Vt + g|ψ|2
)
ψ, (6.4)
where Vt is the external trapping potential, g is the two-body mean-field interaction
coefficient, and |ψ|2 = n is the particle density.
Atomic Bose-Einstein condensates with internal spin degrees of freedom are called
spinor condensates [62]. For each hyperfine state with total angular moment F ,
there are 2F + 1 Zeeman sublevels. Thus the wavefunction of spinor condensates is
extended to a vector order parameter ψ = [ψF , ψF−1, ..., ψ−F ]
T , which includes 2F + 1
components.
The atomic interactions inside spinor condensates are dominated by two-body
s-wave collisions. The sodium F = 1 spinor condensates are composed of three spin
components, corresponding to three Zeeman sublevels, labeled as mF = −1, 0,+1
respectively, where mF is the magnetic quantum number. The microscopic picture of
spin-exchange collisions is shown in Fig. 6.2, where two mF = 0 atoms approach each
other and their spins will couple together via the spin-exchange interaction. After
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Figure 6.2: Cartoon of a spin-exchange collision. Two mF = 0 atoms collide and change
into a pair of entangled mF = ±1 atoms.
the collision, their spins decouple, having changed into a pair of entangled mF = ±1
atoms. During the process, the total spin and magnetization of the two atoms are
conserved. The generation of entangled pairs is similar to four-wave mixing in optics
with photons.
The total hyperfine angular momentum of two colliding atoms is given by f = F1 + F2.
For two identical spin-1 atoms, f can only take two values of f = 0, 2 [63]. So in
a F = 1 spinor system, the inter-atomic interactions are described by two atomic
parameters, i.e., the scattering lengths a0 and a2 for two allowed collision channels of
total spin 0 and 2. The interaction potential is [64]
Vint(r1 − r2) = (c0 + c2F̂1 · F̂2)δ(r1 − r2), (6.5)
where F̂1 and F̂2 are the spin operators of the two particles, c0 and c2 are interaction




























aF is the coupling strength, a = (2a2 + a0)/3 is the mean s-wave
scattering length, and ∆a = (a2 − a0)/3 is the scattering length difference.
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(c0 + c2F̂i · F̂j)δ(ri − rj), (6.9)
where U(ri) is the total external potential including the trapping potential and external
magnetic fields, and N is the total number of atoms in the condensate.
F = 1 spinor BECs can be divided into two categories depending on the sign of
the spin-dependent interaction parameter c2:
• c2 < 0: the collisional coupling is ferromagnetic because the condensate maximizes
F̂1 · F̂2 and consequently minimizes its energy by aligning all the spins to be
polarized in the same direction. An example of a ferromagnetic spinor condensate
is a rubidium condensate [64].
• c2 > 0: the collisional coupling is anti-ferromagnetic because the condensate mini-
mizes F̂1 ·F̂2 and consequently minimizes its energy by aligning all the spins to be
polarized in opposite directions. A sodium condensate is anti-ferromagnetic [64, 66].
In addition to atom-atom interactions, there are also interactions between a spinor
condensate and external magnetic fields. For example, a homogeneous static magnetic
field can change the total Zeeman energy of a spinor condensate. The linear Zeeman
energy and the quadratic Zeeman energy of a spinor in a homogeneous magnetic field
of magnitude B0 are










where gJ is the Landé g-factor, µB is the Bohr magneton, gJµB ≈ h × 702 kHz/G,
γ ≈ h × 277 Hz/G2 and E0quad ≈ −h × 1.109 kHz/G2 for sodium atoms in the
32S1/2, F = 1 ground state [45].
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In a F = 1 spin-exchange collision where the total spin is conserved,
|mF = 0〉+ |mF = 0〉 ↔ |mF = +1〉+ |mF = −1〉, (6.12)
according to Eq. (6.10), the total linear Zeeman effect and the offset energy term
∝ E0quad of the collisional atomic pair are exactly canceled. This is important as it
allows us to observe weak spin-dependent interactions in experiments even at large
background magnetic fields on the order of hundreds of mG where the spin-exchange
collisional energy scale is orders of magnitude smaller than the energy due to the
linear Zeeman shift. The total quadratic Zeeman energy on the right side of Eq. (6.12)
is larger than that on the left side and therefore energetically favors this process going
to the left for non-zero applied B-field, as shown in Fig. 6.3 (left). This quadratic
Zeeman energy difference is denoted by q, which is controllable via microwave dressing,
see Sec. 6.4 for more detais. In experiments, we first prepare all the atoms in the
mF = 0 state in the presence of a constant background magnetic field. If the mF = 0
energy level is far below the mF = ±1 states, spin population oscillation does not
happen at this point, because it is energetically not allowed. We then start the spin
population oscillation process by quickly (within 1 ms) turning on a blue-detuned
microwave dressing field that selectively shifts the mF = 0 state to higher energies,
that is, q becomes negative. Now the atoms in mF = 0 states start converting into
pairs of atoms in mF = ±1 states, as shown in Fig. 6.3 (right). This step represents a
quench of the system. The details of tuning q are discussed in Sec. 6.4.
The spin-exchange collisions cause characteristic population oscillations between
the mF = 0 and the mF = ±1 states. They amplify vacuum fluctuations in the
initial states [67], and create exotic quantum many-body spin states such as spin-
nematic squeezed states [68], two-mode spin squeezing [69] and the even more exotic
non-Gaussian spin-squeezed states [70, 71]. The study of spin-exchange collisions
is an active research frontier because the collisions generate quantum correlated
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Figure 6.3: Schematic of a quench process illustrated with pair-energy diagrams. Left:
Effective quadratic Zeeman shift of F=1 spinors in the presence of a constant background
magnetic field. The effective quadratic Zeeman shift q > 0, q ≈ h× 277 Hz/G2. Right:
The system is quenched by a microwave field such that it is switched to q < 0. The
curves with arrows means that spin-exchange collisions cause reversible population
transfer between the mF = 0 and the mF = ±1 states.
states including squeezed and entangled states, which have a wide range of important
applications in matter-wave quantum optics, because they can be controlled precisely
by microwave dressing. In addition to giving a new tool to study fundamental principles
of many-body quantum mechanics [72], spinor BECs have applications in quantum
metrology, quantum information processing and many other fields [62]. For example,
high-resolution magnetometry and interferometry have been realized with sensitivities
close to or below the standard quantum limit (SQL) that fundamentally limits the
precision of measurements for uncorrelated atoms [73, 74]. In analogy to four-wave
mixing in optics, the generation of quantum correlated states in a BEC represents
four-wave mixing with matter waves and opens a way for experiments in nonlinear
atomic optics [75, 76]. Our sequences to realize a novel atomic interferometer based
on F = 1 sodium spinor BECs in the limit of long evolution times with seeded initial
states will be introduced in Sec. 6.5.
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6.3 Laser Cooling and Trapping
The observation and manipulation of an atomic BEC requires cooling an atomic gas
to ultracold temperatures. In addition, an ultra-high vacuum environment is needed
to reduce losses due to background gas collisions and increase the lifetime of a BEC.
This is a technically demanding task, and it was not accessible until the idea of laser
cooling was proposed [77] and demonstrated [78] in the 1970s. In the 1980s, laser
cooling and trapping experienced a quick development, including the realizations of
the Zeeman slower [79], optical molasses [80] and magneto-optical trap [81], making it
possible to further cool down atoms close to critical temperatures of creating a BEC.
In this section, I will review the cooling and trapping techniques we use when creating
our BEC, including Doppler cooling, magneto-optical trap, far-off resonance dipole
trap and evaporative cooling.
6.3.1 Doppler Cooling
Slowing down an atomic beam is the first step to allow capturing and cooling the
atoms further. The idea of laser cooling is to use the transfer of momentum when
an atom absorbs a photon. Fig. 6.4 shows the basic process of the light scattering
force exerted on an atom. For a two-level system, if the laser frequency is close to
the atomic resonance, the absorption of a photon causes the atom to transition to
the excited state. Absorption also results in a momentum transfer between an atom
and a photon, as illustrated in Fig. 6.4a. An atom in the excited state will return to
the ground state by spontaneous emission. The emissions also have momentum kicks
associated with them, but in random directions, so their contributions to the atom’s
momentum average to zero. The spontaneous emission is equivalent to a heating





Figure 6.4: Cartoon of scattering force: (a) an atom encounters a resonant photon with
momentum ~k = ~/λ; (b) the atom absorbs the photon, and is slowed by ~k/m; (c)
the atom re-radiates a photon in a random direction. During many cycles, the average
momentum change by this radiation is zero, so on average the atom slows down.
The radiation pressure force for a plane wave with wave vector k is
F = dp/dt = ~kγa, (6.13)









Here s0 = I/Isat is the saturation parameter, Γ is the natural linewidth of the atomic
transition, wD = −k·v is the Doppler shift, and δ is the detuning of the laser frequency
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from the atomic resonance.
In order to slow down atoms, the radiation force exerted on the atoms has to
be always opposite to the direction of motion of the atoms and act like a friction
force. Consider a pair of counter-propagating laser beams irradiating an atom with
their frequencies detuned below the atomic resonance (red-detuned). Because of the
Doppler shift, atoms moving towards either laser beam will see an upward shift in
frequency and thus will be more likely to absorb photons from this head-on beam since
the frequency of this beam is closer to the resonance. On the other hand, because the
atom is moving away from the other beam, there will be a downward frequency shift
and thus it is less likely to absorb the photons since it is further from resonance. As a
result, the atom absorbs more photons from the laser beam opposite to its traveling
direction, and therefore experiences a force in the opposite direction that only slows it
down and never speeds it up.
Using Eq. (6.13), the total force from the two counter-propagating laser beams
can be described as




















(1 + s0 + (2δ/Γ)2)2
v = −αv. (6.16)
This force is linear in the atomic velocity, and it’s a friction force, opposite to the
direction of v when α > 0, that is, for δ < 0 (red-detuned). The laser cooling
technique takes advantage of the Doppler shift to apply a friction force to slow down
atoms. Therefore, it is also called Doppler cooling. This cooling configuration can be
generalized to three dimension by using a pair of counter-propagating red-detuned
laser beams along each of the ex, ey, ez directions in space.
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As we know from above, in the Doppler cooling process, atoms continuously absorb
and radiate photons. The absorption process slows down atoms while the spontaneous
emission process causes diffusion that heats the atoms. As a result, the cooling and













where δ is the laser detuning from the atomic resonance. The temperature has a





This temperature is about 240 µK for sodium, and 140 µK for rubidium.
6.3.2 Magneto-Optical Trap
As described above, laser cooling is a powerful tool to cool atoms. However, Eq. (6.16)
shows that the radiative force depends on the velocity but not on position. So atoms
are only cooled but not trapped, and may leave the laser beams and get lost. In order
to confine the atoms within the cooling volume, a spatially dependent radiative force
is required. A position-dependent force is created by applying a pair of quadrupole
magnetic fields and appropriately polarized laser beams. Such a configuration is called
magneto-optical trap (MOT). Since it was invented in 1987 [81], various types of MOT
have been developed, such as a two-dimensional MOT [83], a surface MOT [84], and a
pyramid MOT [85, 86]. In our lab, we use a three-dimensional (3D) MOT.
For simplicity, we explain the operation of a MOT in one dimension and for the
case of an F = 0 to F = 1 transition. Consider a two-level system, with atomic
transition from F = 0 → F ′ = 1 in the presence of an external magnetic field
gradient which is zero at trap center (z = 0), as shown in Fig. 6.5. The magnetic
field is directed along the cooling laser beams (along z direction) and defines the
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Figure 6.5: Schematic of magnetic field gradient along z direction, and two-level energy
diagram.
quantization axis. The excited state has three magnetic sublevels |F = 1,mF = −1〉,
|F = 1,mF = 0〉 and |F = 1,mF = +1〉 in the presence of magnetic field, due to the
Zeeman effect. Fig. 6.6 illustrates the operation of a MOT in one dimension. Two
counter-propagating laser beams with opposite circular polarizations (σ+ and σ−) are
red-detuned (δ < 0). The σ− polarization beam only drives the ∆m = −1 transition
while the σ+ polarization beam only drives the ∆m = +1 transition according to the
selection rules. With a constant magnetic field gradient along the z direction, the
substate of |F ′ = 1,mF = +1〉 is shifted down for B < 0, while |F = 1,mF = −1〉 is
shifted up. In the region of z < 0, the |F = 1,mF = +1〉 state is shifted down and the
∆m = +1 transition is closer to the resonance. Atoms in the z < 0 region are therefore
more likely to absorb σ+ photons and feel a force toward the positive z direction.
Conversely, for atoms in the z > 0 region there is a higher possibility to absorb σ−
photons and produce a net force toward the negative z direction. As a result, atoms
displaced from the center will be pushed towards the center. Meanwhile, the laser
beams are still red-detuned so that Doppler cooling is also happening. Compression and
cooling is simultaneously obtained in a MOT. With three pairs of counter-propagating
orthogonal laser beams as cooling light, and a pair of anti-Helmholtz coils providing
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Figure 6.6: Schematic of one-dimensional MOT. A magnetic field gradient that has a
value of zero at the trap center shifts excited state energy levels up or down depending
on the position of the atoms. Counter-propagating laser beams with opposite circular
polarizations are red-detuned. The selection rule for transitions between substates
due to the Zeeman shift leads to an imbalanced radiative force. The force depends on
position in such a way that it pushes atoms towards the center of the trap (z = 0).
the required magnetic field gradient, a 3D MOT is realized, as illustrated in Fig. 6.7.
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Figure 6.7: Schematic of the MOT. Three pairs of circularly polarized laser beams come
from three orthogonal directions. Two anti-Helmholtz coils provide an inhomogeneous
magnetic field gradient.
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6.3.3 Optical Dipole Trap and Evaporative Cooling
Apart from the MOT mentioned in Sec. 6.3.2, which represents a radiation-pressure
trap, there are other traps based on different interactions, such as the magnetic
trap [87] and the optical dipole trap (ODT) [88]. For the magnetic trap, the trapping
mechanism relies on the magnetic dipole moment of the internal atomic state, so
only one spin state can be trapped, limiting its use to scalar BEC experiments. The
optical dipole trap is based on the electric dipole interaction with a far-detuned light
field. The interaction is independent of the atomic sublevels, so all spin states can be
trapped simultaneously, allowing experiments with spinor BECs. Moreover, an optical
dipole trap has a lower trapping depth, usually below mK, compared to a MOT which
has a typical trapping depth of a few K. Therefore, for our experiment’s purpose, an
optical dipole trap is used to further trap and cool the atoms after the MOT.
When an atom is placed into laser light, an atomic dipole moment p is induced by
the electric field E of the light and oscillates at the driving frequency ω. Two main
quantities of interest for dipole traps are the trap potential Udip resulting from the
induced dipole moment p interacting with the driving field E, and the scattering rate















Here ω0 is the atomic resonance, Γ is the decay rate of the excited state (2π×9.8 MHz
for sodium atoms), and I(r) is the laser beam intensity. ∆ = ω − ω0 is defined as the
laser frequency detuning.
The expressions of Udip and Γsc show two essential properties of the optical dipole
trap. First, the sign of the potential is determined by the sign of the detuning ∆. For
a red-detuned (∆ < 0) trap, the potential is negative and the trap attracts atoms
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towards higher laser intensities. On the other hand, a blue-detuned (∆ > 0) trap
potential is positive and thus repels atoms from its higher intensities. Second, Udip
scales with I/∆ while Γsc scales with I/∆
2. As a result, a far-detuned (large ∆)
and high-intensity laser beam for a dipole trap to provide a tight confinement while
also reduce the scattering rate is desirable to minimize any heating due to scattering.
A simple dipole trap for cold atoms could be generated by a far-detuned (∆ < 0),
tightly-focused Gaussian laser beam. This ODT offers tight confinement in the radial
direction while it has a weaker confinement in the axial direction. By using two crossed
laser beams, an optical dipole trap with tight confinement in all directions is achieved.
Evaporative cooling is usually the last step to achieve a BEC. It can be performed
by slowly lowering the dipole trap potential Udip over several seconds, i.e., lowering
the dipole trap laser intensity I. Similar to cooling a cup of coffee, lowering the dipole
trap potential allows energetic atoms to escape from the trap. The rest of the atoms
at lower energies remain in the trap and rethermalize. The average temperature of
the atomic cloud is decreased in this way. As we continuously lower the dipole trap
potential, the atomic cloud temperature finally reaches the critical temperature and a
BEC is achieved [89].
6.4 Microwave Dressing
Eq. (6.11) shows that the quadratic Zeeman energy is due to the applied magnetic field,
but it can also effectively be obtained by other methods, for example, a microwave
dressing field [90, 62, 91]. In contrast to a magnetic field induced quadratic Zeeman
energy which can only be positive, a microwave dressing field gives the ability to shift
towards positive or negative effective quadratic Zeeman energy. It provides access to
both positive and negative values of the effective quadratic Zeeman shift q.
The F = 1 and F = 2 of sodium ground state split into sublevels in the presence
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Figure 6.8: Hyperfine structure of sodium ground state manifold in the presence
of a constant external magnetic field. Lines with arrows represent the nine allowed
transitions between F = 1 and F = 2 states due to the selection rules. The corresponding
polarizations are also labeled. The dashed lines are the degenerate energy levels without
Zeeman shift. The resonant frequency between F = 1 and F = 2 is around 1.7 GHz.
of a constant magnetic field, as shown in Fig. 6.8. There are nine possible transitions
between F = 1 and F = 2 states, according to the selection rules. When a microwave
field at a frequency near resonance is applied in the case of Na at frequencies around
1.77 GHz, the energy of these states are shifted. The shift results from the microwave
induced AC Zeeman effect. To prevent atoms from populating to F = 2 states, the
microwave field is detuned from all transition resonances. One important point is that
by applying a microwave field that is detuned with respect to each transition, the
energy shifts will be spin-dependent. So we can control the energy shift of each state
this way.
The calculation of the microwave induced energy shift is derived in Ref. [90] and
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where ∆ denotes the microwave field detuning from the |F = 1,mF = 0〉 ↔ |F = 2,mF = 0〉
clock transition, Ωπ is the Rabi frequency of the π-polarized transition, and µB is the
Bohr magneton. Function fmF (x) accounts for different microwave polarizations and









1− (mF + k2 )x
, (6.22)
here CmF ,k = |〈F = 1,mF ; 1, k|F = 2,mF + k〉|2 are the square module of the Clebsch-
Gordan coefficients, and Ik is the intensity of the k-polarized microwave component.
The total effective quadratic Zeeman shift q consists of two terms: the DC magnetic
field induced quadratic Zeeman shift qB and the microwave field induced quadratic
Zeeman shift qµ. So q can be expressed as
q = qB + qµ
= γB2 +




where γ ≈ 277 Hz/G2 for Na atoms. In experiments, we choose the microwave field
detuning ∆ to be far from the |F = 1,mF = 0〉 ↔ |F = 2,mF = 0〉 transition to avoid
populating the |F = 2,mF = 0〉 state. We also apply a DC magnetic field that
sufficiently separates different mF levels to avoid other resonances. For example, we
sometimes choose ∆ = 2π×50 kHz and a linear Zeeman shift Elinear = −gJµBmFB0 =
2π × 300 kHz. Under these conditions, the energy shifts of |F = 1,mF = ±1〉 states
due to microwave dressing are negligible compared to the |F = 1,mF = 0〉 state. Also,
the coupling to |F = 2,mF = ±1〉 states is suppressed. Under this approximation,








where Ω is the Rabi frequency on resonance, and ∆ is the microwave frequency
detuning.
6.5 Interferometry Sequence
As introduced in previous sections, we cool and trap Na atoms via the MOT technique,
and then further cool the gas by evaporative cooling in an optical dipole trap down to
the critical temperature to form a BEC. Spin-exchange collisions can be initialized
via quenching in our F = 1 spinor BEC, causing atomic population transfer between
mF = 0 and mF = ±1 states and creation of quantum entanglement. A microwave
dressing field is used to tune the effective quadratic Zeeman shift q and thus control
the spin evolution. With these tools, we realize an atomic interferometer with spinor
BECs.
We realize a spin-mixing interferometer sequence in four steps, similar to recent
experiments and theoretical proposals [74, 92], but in our case in the long evolution
time limit and with seeded initial states, as shown in Fig. 6.9. The first step is state
preparation. Initially, we prepare N atoms with certain classical seeds in the mF = +1
and/or the mF = −1 state by using microwave or rf pulses, as shown in Fig. 6.10. The
second step is labeled “split”, during which a specific effective quadratic Zeeman energy
q is applied via an appropriate microwave-dressing field and the system is allowed to
evolve for time τ , after which there is a certain number of atoms Ninside = N+1 +N−1
in the mF = ±1 states. Thirdly, at time τ , we apply a detuned microwave-dressing
pulse with short duration, trev  hc , and large amplitude, qrev  c, qrev  q, to shift
the mF = 0 state and add a phase shift ϕ ≈ 2qrevtrev to the spinor phase θ. After
turning off the short microwave pulse that added a phase shift, we let the system
evolve for another time τ , this is labeled “recombine” process because some of the
atoms in mF = ±1 state may oscillate back to the mF = 0 state. Finally, we evaluate
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Figure 6.9: Spin-mixing interferometry sequence in a F = 1 spinor BEC. The first step
is to prepare the initial state, with most of the atoms in mF = 0 state and some initial
seeds in mF = ±1 states. The second step, “split”, is to quench to a specific q and let
the system evolve. The third step is to apply a quick phase shift ϕ at time τ and let the
system evolve for another time interval τ . The last step is to detect the total number of
atoms in mF = +1 and mF = −1 state.
the final number of atoms in the mF = ±1 states, N+ = N+1 + N−1, with mean
〈N+〉 and standard deviation σN+ at time t = τ + trev + τ . Detection can be done via
Stern-Gerlach seperation followed by time-of-flight absorption imaging.
To characterize the phase sensitivity of such an interferometer, we analyze 〈N+〉
and σN+ as a function of ϕ to find regions that maximize the sensitivity. ϕ is
changed by adjusting qrev and trev within realistic ranges of qrev/h = −2,000...0 Hz
and trev = 0...1 ms that are accessible by experiments. The interferometry phase
sensitivity is given by (∆ϕ)2 =
(σN+ )
2
|d〈N+〉/dϕ|2 from error propagation [74]. Using this
definition, lower sensitivity (∆ϕ)2 means better signal-to-noise ratio and thus better
performance. The standard quantum limit (SQL) to be compared to (∆ϕ)2 is defined
as SQL = 1/〈Ninside〉. We use this SQL definition from Ref. [74] to compare the
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performance of our interferometer with initial seeds and long time evolution, with
the standard interferometer in Ref. [74]. Both sensitivity (∆ϕ)2 and the SQL are
determined by measuring the mean total population 〈N+〉 in the mF = ±1 states
and its standard deviation σN+ at the end of the sequence. In the next chapter the




Figure 6.10: Seeding atoms via rf or microwave pulses. (a) Seeding atoms from the
mF = 0 state to the mF = ±1 states using a resonant rf pulse. An rf pulse can seed
equal number of atoms into mF = ±1 states. (b) Seeding atoms from the mF = 0
state to the mF = ±1 states using resonant microwave pulses via intermediate states.
Microwave pulses can seed mF = ±1 states individually.
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Chapter 7
Quantum Interferometry with Microwave-Dressed
F=1 Spinor Bose-Einstein Condensates: Role of
Initial States and Long Time Evolution
In this chapter, we numerically investigate atomic interferometry based on spin-
exchange collisions in F = 1 spinor Bose-Einstein condensates in the regime of long
evolution times t h/c, where c is the spin-dependent interaction energy. We show
that the sensitivity of spin-mixing interferometry can be enhanced by using classically
seeded initial states with a small population prepared in the mF = ±1 states.
This chapter was published as Ref. [93], where I was the first author. The content
of the publication was slightly adapted to the context of this thesis.
7.1 Introduction
In a spinor Bose-Einstein condensate (BEC), the atomic hyperfine spin degree of
freedom becomes accessible and displays fascinating quantum dynamics driven by
collisions that can be controlled via external fields. Spin-exchange collisions in F = 1
microwave-dressed spinor BECs, where two atoms in mF = 0 Zeeman substate collide
with each other and change into a pair of entangled atoms in mF = ±1 states, create
a rich dynamical system with analogies to four-wave mixing in atomic vapors [11],
the bosonic Josephson effect [94], the quantum non-rigid pendulum [95], and with
quantum phase transitions that can lead to creation of massive entanglement [5]. The
spin-exchange collisions conserve total spin and magnetization [32]. The collisions
cause characteristic population oscillations between the mF = 0 and the mF = ±1
states [96, 97, 98] and can generate squeezing [99, 100, 76]. Surprising phenomena that
have been observed in spinor BECs driven by spin-exchange include spin textures and
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spin waves in elongated spinor BECs [101, 102], spin dynamics in lattices [103, 104]
and spin-nematic squeezing [68].
It was demonstrated that spin dynamics can be precisely controlled using microwave
dressing [91] and, recently, a phase-sensitive amplifier was implemented using this
control [51]. This opens up the field of matter-wave quantum optics in spin space. In
particular, quantum interferometry with sensitivities beyond the standard quantum
limit (SQL), based on spin-exchange collisions, is possible. So far, experiments on
quantum interferometry in this system started with all atoms in mF = 0 and allowed
only a few atoms to populate the arms of the interferometer during the evolution [74].
Here, we are interested in quantum interferometry starting with initial states where
some atoms are seeded in mF = ±1. In addition, we investigate the effect of long
evolution times with more than a few atoms in the arms of the interferometer, beyond
the regimes of validity of the Bogoliubov, truncated Wigner, and undepleted pump
approximations. Long evolution times can be sustained in practice because of the
long coherence time of spin dynamics in Bose-Einstein condensates, which has been
demonstrated experimentally to be on the order of seconds in one setup and to be
larger than 80 ms in another setup [105, 106]. These coherence times are sufficient to
reach the long evolution time limit, because they allow for several oscillation periods
and large evolved populations. The experiments proposed here could be performed in
such setups.
The investigations in this chapter focus on numerical simulations of the collisional
evolution of spin populations in a F = 1 sodium BEC. We simulate a nonlinear
spin-exchange based interferometer that measures the relative phase between mF = 0
and mF = ±1 pairs. The phase measurement exhibits uncertainties that improve upon
the SQL. We focus on quantum-enhanced interferometry where there are macroscopic
numbers of atoms in the arms of the interferometer. This is desirable compared to
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small populations, because it makes detection easier in experiments. This regime
can be realized via long evolution times where many collisions are allowed to take
place, and via populating the mF = ±1 states initially, which can speed up the
evolution. We show that there are parameter regimes in which such an interferometer
can surpass the SQL. Here we use the SQL definition from Ref. [74]. In our system, a
different definition of SQL could be applied due to the nonlinear nature of the phase
measurement. The interferometer fringes become highly non-sinusoidal, owing to the
nonlinear measurement.
7.2 Computational Method
We consider small F=1 BECs where the Thomas-Fermi radius is smaller than the
spin healing length, ξs = 2π~/
√
2m|c2|n and spin domain formation is therefore
energetically suppressed. Here, c2 = 4π~2(a2 − a0)/3m, with a0 and a2 the scattering
lengths for the two allowed collision channels of total spin 0 and 2 [66], m is the
atomic mass, and n is the mean number density [107]. We assume further that the
spin-dependent interaction is much weaker than the density-dependent interaction.
This allows us to make the single-spatial-mode approximation (SMA), which assumes
that all spin components share the same spatial wavefunction [108, 107]. Numerically,
the SMA was shown to be valid for atom numbers up to 1× 104 in small spherical
harmonic traps and long evolution times up to ∼ 400 ms [97]. Experimentally, the
SMA was shown to be valid for 4× 104 atoms in small sodium spinor BECs [91, 51]
and in a small rubidium spinor BEC [105]. In the latter experiment, long evolution
times of several seconds were investigated and agreed well with the SMA predictions.
To ensure the validity of the SMA in experiments, a breakdown of which can be seen
as spatial structure in the images [109], the atom number can be reduced or the trap
frequency can be changed. Under the SMA, the evolution is governed only by the spin
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F̂2 − qâ†0â0, (7.1)
where F̂ = a†αFαβaβ is the total spin operator, and Fαβ are spin-1 matrices. Here,
c = c2n is the spin-dependent interaction parameter. In a typical small sodium spinor
BEC in a crossed far-off resonance trap with geometric mean trap frequency of 200 Hz
and N ≈ 25,000, we have c/h ≈ 30 Hz [111]. q is the effective quadratic Zeeman shift,
q/h ≈ γB2 − Ω2
∆µ
, where γB2 is the quadratic Zeeman shift due to the applied magnetic
field B, and γ ≈ 277 Hz/G2 for sodium [110], Ω is the microwave Rabi frequency on
resonance, and ∆µ is the detuning from the |F = 1,mF = 0〉 → |F = 2,mF = 0〉
transition. Here, we assumed that ∆µ  γ. q can be used to control the spin dynamics
via the magnetic field or the microwave dressing. We simulate the evolution according
to Ĥs using two numerical methods: the full quantum evolution and the truncated
Wigner approximation. These two methods are contrasted in the following sections.
7.2.1 Full Quantum Evolution
The full quantum method consists of calculating the time evolution propagator e−iĤst
of the system in the basis of Fock states |N−1, N0, N+1〉, where Ni is the occupation
number of the i-th magnetic sublevel. We use the Chebyshev propagator to solve
this quantum mechanical time evolution numerically on a supercomputer. Compared
to other methods, such as the second-order difference (SOD) method [112] and the
short-iterative Lanczos (SIL) method [113], the Chebyshev propagator is more accurate







where Jk are Bessel functions of the first kind, Tk(Ĥ) are Chebyshev polynomials, and
Ĥ is the Hamiltonian scaled to [-1,1]. The Chebyshev propagator can be calculated
recursively and precisely because it consists of polynomials of Ĥ that obey simple
recursion relations, compared to evolution via the exponential function which is harder
to compute directly. The recursion relations we use are [114]
Tk+1(ω) = 2ωTk(ω)− Tk−1(ω), for k ≥ 1, (7.3)
with
T0(ω) = 1, T1(ω) = ω. (7.4)
This method can be used for arbitrary initial state, and we focus on two kinds of
initial states: pure Fock states |N−1, N0, N+1〉 with fixed number of atoms in each state












+1 |N−1, N0, N+1〉,
where αi =
√
〈Ni〉ei〈θi〉 with mean population 〈Ni〉 and phase 〈θi〉. The magnetiza-
tion M = N+1 −N−1 is fixed in a Fock state but ranges from -N to +N in a spin
coherent state. The total atom number N = N−1 +N0 +N+1 is conserved in both
cases, and constrains the sum for the coherent states. Due to conservation of total
atom number N = N−1 +N0 +N+1 and magnetization M = N+1 −N−1, the Fock




The computation for a Fock initial state is much faster than that for a coherent initial
state, because of the limited subspace of allowed occupation numbers.
7.2.2 Truncated Wigner Approximation (TWA)
In some calculations, we use a semi-classical approach based on the truncated Wigner
and mean-field approximations to approximate the full quantum spinor dynamics.
In this method, the interactions between each atom and all other atoms during spin
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collisions are treated as an average interaction. The Hamiltonian is thus simplified as
ĤTWAs = ~c(〈F̂x〉F̂x + i〈F̂y〉F̂y + 〈F̂z〉F̂z) + ~qF̂ 2z , (7.5)
Here, F̂α are spin-1 matrices in the basis |F,mF 〉. We set the initial state to approxi-




































f + i g
 , (7.8)
where a, b, c, d, f and g are real random numbers, drawn independently from a normal
distribution with zero mean and a standard deviation of 1. 〈θi〉 are the mean phases,
〈N+1〉, 〈N−1〉 are the initial mean seed populations, N is the total atom number, and
〈N0〉 = N − 〈N+1〉 − 〈N−1〉 is the initial number of mF = 0 atoms (before addition
of noise). We define the spinor phase θ = θ+1 + θ−1 − 2θ0. Setting the initial spinor
phase in ψ0 is accomplished by letting 〈θ+1〉 = 〈θ−1〉 = 0 so that 〈θ0〉 = −〈θ〉/2. In all
the simulations presented here, we set 〈θ0〉 = 0.
The evolution is then calculated by propagating the effective single particle wave-
function via Ψ(t+ dt) = exp (−iĤTWAs dt)Ψ(t) and taking an ensemble average over
many realizations. We found that the TWA works well for short and intermediate
evolution times compared to h/c when starting with all atoms in mF = 0. The TWA
fails to predict correct standard deviations when starting with some seeded atoms in
mF = ±1 and when the evolution times become longer, t h/c.
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7.2.3 Interferometer
We realize a spin-mixing interferometer sequence in three steps, similar to recent
experiments and theoretical proposals [74, 92], as shown in Fig. 7.1. Initially, we
prepare N atoms with certain classical seeds in mF = +1 and/or mF = −1. In an
experiment, the seeding can be done either via short resonant microwave pulses
to transfer populations through an intermediate F = 2 state, or via resonant rf
pulses that transfer atoms directly from mF = 0 to mF = ±1. Following the initial
state preparation, we let the system evolve for time τ , after which there is a certain
number of atoms 〈Ninside〉 = 〈N+1〉+ 〈N−1〉 in the mF = ±1 states. At time τ , we
apply a detuned microwave-dressing pulse with short duration, trev  h/c, and
large amplitude, qrev  c and q. This pulse shifts the mF = 0 state and adds
a phase shift ϕ ≈ 2π × 2qrevtrev to the spinor phase θ. We then let the system
evolve for another time τ , and evaluate the final number of atoms in the mF = ±1
states, N+ = N+1 +N−1, with mean value 〈N+〉 and standard deviation σN+ at time
tf = τ + trev+τ . In an experiment, detection can be done via Stern-Gerlach separation
followed by time-of-flight absorption imaging. To characterize the phase sensitivity of
such an interferometer, we analyze 〈N+〉 and σN+ as a function of ϕ to find regions with




propagation [74]. The SQL to be compared to (∆ϕ)2 is defined as SQL = 1/〈Ninside〉
to compare with the results for a standard interferometer in Ref. [74], although a
different definition could be applied due to the nonlinear measurement nature of our
interferoemter. Both sensitivity (∆ϕ)2 and the SQL are determined by measuring the
mean total population 〈N+〉 in the mF = ±1 states and its standard deviation σN+ at
the end of the sequence. Our simulation codes were verified with known experimental
results by reproducing Fig. 2(b) of Ref. [74] and Fig. 1 of Ref. [97].
To investigate the role of the initial state and of long evolution times, we simulate
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Figure 7.1: (Color online) Cartoon of the interferometer sequence with initial seeds.
The phase shift ϕ = ∆θ is applied via microwave dressing. The straight arrows denote
time evolution. The wavy arrow denotes entanglement. The black detectors represent
population measurements via Stern-Gerlach time-of-flight absorption imaging at the
end of the sequence.
the interferometry sequence starting from coherent initial states or Fock initial states
with different initial seeds and tf  h/c. We use realistic parameters for a sodium
BEC [66, 115] with c/h = 30 Hz, q/h = −2 Hz and −35 Hz, qrev/h ranging between
0 Hz and −2,000 Hz and trev = 0.25 ms to achieve a phase shift of ϕ = 0 . . . 2π. The
initial spinor phase is set to 〈θ〉 = 0. We choose different initial seeds to investigate
the role of the initial state. An example of the effect of long evolution times is shown
in Fig. 7.2. 〈N+〉 and σN+ vs. phase ϕ are sinusoidal only for short evolution times
τ  h/c where 〈Ninside〉  N . At longer evolution times where 〈Ninside〉 is larger,
〈N+〉 and σN+ become highly non-sinusoidal. The non-sinusoidal dependence on phase
can improve the interferometer sensitivity since |d〈N+〉/dϕ| can be enhanced.
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Figure 7.2: (Color online) Interferometer fringes for different evolution times. Shown is
the phase dependence of (a) 〈N+〉 and (b) σN+ for 〈Ninside〉 = 2 (red solid, left axis),
21 (blue dashed, left axis), 322 (black dash-dotted, right axis). Here, c/h = 30 Hz,
q/h = −35 Hz, N = 1,000, and zero initial seed. For longer evolution times (larger
〈Ninside〉), interferometer fringes become highly non-sinusoidal.
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7.3 Results
7.3.1 Comparison of TWA Evolution and Chebyshev Evolution
To determine the range of validity of the TWA method, we compare the results from
the TWA method with the full quantum method. We find that the standard deviations
σN+ predicted by the TWA method are only accurate for non-seeded evolutions. For
seeded cases, they are only valid for short evolution times t h/c, and then quickly
diverge from the full quantum method. As shown in Fig. 7.3, the TWA method
agrees well with the full quantum calculation for at least the first cycle of population
oscillations in the unseeded case, see Fig. 7.3a. But as initial seeds are introduced into
the system, the results from the TWA method no longer agree with the full quantum
calculations, especially for the standard deviations σN+ , as seen in Fig. 7.3b and 7.3c.
With initial seeds, the TWA method doesn’t capture the quantum noise accurately
anymore. Therefore, in this chapter, only the results for non-seeded evolutions were
obtained using the TWA method, while all data for seeded evolutions were obtained
using the full quantum method.
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Figure 7.3: (Color online) Evolutions of 〈N+〉 for the full quantum method (red solid)
and TWA method (blue dashed), and evolutions of σN+ for the full quantum method
(red dotted) and TWA method (blue dash-dotted). Shown are evolutions for (a) 0%,
(b) 2% , and (c) 10% initial seeds. Here, N = 1,000 and q/h = −2 Hz. For large initial
seeds, the standard deviations predicted by the TWA method are in disagreement with
the full quantum method.
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7.3.2 Simulation for Non-Seeded Initial States
We first investigate the interferometer sensitivity and its dependence on the total
number of atoms with a coherent initial state and zero initial seed. In order to
find the best sensitivity for a given set of parameters, the best operating point of
the interferometer is first determined. The best operating point is the phase shift
ϕ that minimizes (∆ϕ)2. In Fig. 7.4, we plot the best sensitivities (lowest (∆ϕ)2),
normalized to the SQL, for different N as a function of number fraction inside the
arms of the interferometer 〈ρinside〉 = 〈Ninside〉N . From N = 1,000 to N = 50,000, the
sensitivity/SQL ratio is similar and there are regions where the sensitivity beats the
SQL (sensitivity/SQL < 1) even for N = 50,000.
To summarize, for a non-seeded spin-mixing interferometer, by going to long
evolution times, we find sensitivities better than the SQL even with large total atom
number N = 50,000 and large numbers of atoms inside the arms of the interferometer
〈Ninside〉 > 2,150.
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Figure 7.4: (Color online) Phase sensitivities for different N with zero initial seed.
Shown are N = 1,000 (yellow circles), N = 5,000 (blue squares), N = 10,000 (green
triangles), N = 50,000 (black diamonds). Here, q/h = −2 Hz. The red line depicts
sensitivity/SQL = 1. Points below the red line correspond to quantum-enhanced sensi-
tivity. The inset shows a zoomed-in region where enhanced sensitivities are found. The
lines are intended as guide to the eye.
7.3.3 Simulation for Seeded Initial States
For evolutions with initial seeds, the initial seeds can be dual or single. For dual
seeding, equal numbers of atoms are prepared in mF = +1 and mF = −1 states.
For single seeding, all seeded atoms are prepared either in the mF = +1 or in the
mF = −1 state. The effect of single and dual seeding on the phase sensitivity is shown
in Fig. 7.5. We observe quantum-enhancement for both types of seeds.
The type of the initial state, either a coherent state or a Fock state, also makes a
difference to the interferometer sensitivities. In Fig. 7.6 we compare the sensitivities
for a coherent initial state with those for a Fock initial state, for different 〈ρinside〉.
Here, we set N = 1,000 and used 2% dual initial seeds. The interferometer with a
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Figure 7.5: (Color online) Phase sensitivities for dual initial seeds (blue squares) and
single initial seeds (green circles) with N = 1,000, coherent initial state and 2% initial
seeds. Here, q/h = −2 Hz. The red line depicts the SQL. Points below the red line
correspond to quantum-enhanced sensitivities. The lines are intended as guide to the
eye.
coherent initial state has much better sensitivities than that with a Fock initial state.
In the remainder of this thesis, all initial seeds are dual seeds, and all initial states are
coherent states unless otherwise specified.
We now turn to compare the interferometry sensitivities for different initial seeds of
0%, 2%, 5%, 10%, and 20% of a fixed total atom number N = 1,000, shown in Fig. 7.7.
We find sensitivities better than the SQL with up to 10% initial seeds and 〈ρinside〉 up
to 0.34. We obtain quantum-enhanced sensitivities for much larger numbers of atoms
in the arms of the interferometer compared to the unseeded cases.
In Fig. 7.8, we investigate the effects of total number N = 100, N = 1,000 and
N = 10,000, on phase sensitivity with different initial seeds. We observe a strong
dependence of sensitivity on N . Quantum-enhancement is present for all atom numbers
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Figure 7.6: (Color online) Phase sensitivities for coherent initial state (blue triangles) and
Fock initial state (green squares) with N = 1,000 and 2% dual initial seeds. q/h = −2 Hz.
The red line depicts the standard quantum limit. Points below the red line correspond
to quantum-enhancement. The coherent initial state performs better than the Fock
initial state for all values of 〈ρinside〉. The lines are intended as guide to the eye.
that we studied. With larger seeds, the optimum sensitivity is obtained at larger
values of 〈ρinside〉.
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Figure 7.7: (Color online) Phase sensitivities for different initial seeds of 0% (blue
circles), 2% (purple squares), 5% (green triangles), 10% (black diamonds), and 20%
(yellow crosses). Here, N = 1,000 and q/h = −2 Hz. The inset shows a zoomed-in
region where enhanced sensitivities are found. The SQL is shown as red solid line.
Points below the red line correspond to quantum-enhanced sensitivities. The lines are
intended as guide to the eye.
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Figure 7.8: (Color online) Phase sensitivities as a function of 〈ρinside〉 for different total
atom numbers N = 100 (black circles), N = 1,000 (green squares), and N = 10,000 (blue
triangles), and initial seeds of (a) 0%, (b) 2%, and (c) 10%. Here, q/h = −2 Hz. The
red line depicts the ratio of sensitivity/SQL = 1. Points below the red line correspond
to quantum-enhancement. Even for large atom numbers of N = 10,000, quantum-




Our results show that there are parameter regimes where the interferometric sensitivity
can be enhanced. The enhancement is due to a combination of factors, including the
entanglement generation via spin-exchange collisions, the nonlinear measurement in
the long time regime, and the seeding of the initial state. The entanglement generation
causes reduced number uncertainties in the output. The nonlinear measurement in
the long time regime causes enhanced slopes in the interferometer fringes. The seeding
increases the speed of the evolution and the number of atoms in the arms of the
interferometer. As a result of the interplay of these factors, the interferometer fringes
and their uncertainties change shape in such a way that sensitivity can be enhanced
for certain sets of parameters. Our results demonstrate that enhanced sensitivity
can be obtained for any total atom numbers we considered and populations of up to
several tens of percent in the arms of the interferometer, as long as the seeding is
kept low, on the order of a few percent, and the BEC is small enough so that the
single-mode approximation is valid.
We note that the BEC system is quite different from an analogous optical interfer-
ometer. For example, in the optical implementation with photons, a phase shift ϕ = π
applied to the pump beam always causes a time-reversal of the evolution, yielding a
dark fringe [116]. However, in the spinor BEC, the phase shift that leads to a dark
fringe is only equal to π in the limit of t h/c, as shown in Fig. 7.9. This exemplifies
the high nonlinearity of this atom interferometer in spin space, and is a result of the
breakdown of the undepleted pump approximation.
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Figure 7.9: (Color online) Interferometer phase shift needed to cause an approximate
reversal of spinor dynamics as a function of effective quadratic Zeeman shift q and
evolution time τ . Here, we assume a 3% single sided seed. The brightest color means
a phase shift of π, and darkest means zero phase shift. The calculation represents an
estimate using a semi-classical model following Ref. [107].
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7.5 Conclusion and Outlook
In conclusion, we numerically studied spin-mixing interferometry in microwave-dressed
F = 1 Bose-Einstein condensates using realistic parameters that are accessible in
experiments. We investigated the role of long evolution times and seeded initial states.
By starting with coherent initial states with dual classical seeds from 0% to 10% in
mF = ±1, combined with long evolution times t h/c, larger total atom numbers
become accessible to realize interferometers with quantum-enhanced sensitivities.
These interferometers rely on highly non-sinusoidal interferometer fringes.
We are using the simulation results presented here as guidance in our current
experiments. We anticipate these results to be useful for future quantum technologies
in matter-wave quantum optics, such as quantum-enhanced sensors based on spinor
BECs.
A sensor based on quantum interferometry is versatile. It is sensitive to any effect
that causes a spinor phase shift, for example, a relative energy shift between the
m = 0 and m = ±1 levels. It could therefore act as a narrow-band microwave sensor,
a B-field sensor, or a light shift sensor. One benefit of such a sensor compared to a
thermal gas or classical antenna is the high spatial resolution. Because the BEC is
only a few micrometers in size, one can for example map microwave fields in space by
either moving the BEC around or by using an array of BECs.
Although current experimental BEC setups in laboratories require large optical
tables and laser systems, progress has been made in developing more compact, ruggedi-
zed, and easy-to-use systems. For example, a BEC machine with the size of a few
feet was installed and used successfully on a rocket [117], and latest efforts by the
Bose-Einstein Condensate and Cold Atom Laboratory (BECCAL), a NASA-DLR
collaboration, have resulted in a turnkey BEC system that was installed on the inter-
national space station. Laser-cooling systems, which are an integral part of any BEC
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setup, have already been miniaturized to the chip scale of a few centimeters [118].
One can therefore envision that complete chip-scale BEC setups will become available
in the future, which could be used as practical sensors in devices. Our findings could
improve the sensitivity and the proposed seeding of the initial state could reduce the
response time of such sensors.
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Chapter 8
Experimental Setup for Spinor BECs
When I started my Ph.D. research in the group, the laboratory was newly renovated
and empty (with only four empty optical tables). My early time in the group was
working on the complete design and building of the custom BEC apparatus, from
scratch up to the first successful generation of a BEC years later. The apparatus was
a team effort of a group of four graduate students working on it continuously and over
10 undergraduate students who worked on the apparatus for senior research projects
or summer research projects. I was involved in building all the parts of the apparatus
described here. The parts of the apparatus I designed, built, and tested completely by
myself are the MOT coils with the water cooling and control system, the microwave
and rf antennas inside the chamber, the PID power supply for the sodium oven, the
bipolar current supply for the bias coil, the hardware (PulseBlaster PCI cards and
National Instruments DAQ cards) and software (LabVIEW) of the control system for
our BEC experiment. My other major contributions to the experiment were simulation
and testing of the bias coils, building a current buffer for the microwave source, making
rf switches for the AOMs and many more. After the first BEC was demonstrated,
I was involved daily in the optimization of the apparatus and data collecting of the
experiments, such as increasing the BEC atom number, stabilizing the magnetic field,
taking the spin evolution and matter-wave interferometer data. Meanwhile, I was
working on numerical simulations to verify and optimize our experimental parameters.
In this chapter I introduce our experimental apparatus to achieve ultracold sodium
spinor BECs. This includes the ultra-high vacuum system, optical setup for laser
cooling and trapping, bias coil system, microwave and rf system, and a control system
to implement experimental sequences. An atomic beam of sodium generated from the
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sodium oven chamber is first slowed by a Zeeman slower, then atoms are captured and
cooled in a 3D MOT in the main experimental chamber. Once the MOT is loaded,
atoms are transferred to an optical dipole trap and evaporatively cooled to form a
BEC. A bias coil system is used to compensate the earth’s background magnetic fields
and apply desired magnetic fields. Detection is done via Stern-Gerlach absorption
imaging. To control spin-mixing dynamics and implement atomic interferometry in
spin space, we use an rf and microwave system.
8.1 Vacuum System
An ultra-high vacuum (UHV) system is essential in generating BECs because any
background gas atoms could collide with the trapped cold atoms and result in significant
atom losses. Since evaporative cooling to the critical temperature takes several seconds,
long trap lifetimes are needed. In order to obtain a long lifetime of trapped atoms of
several seconds or more, it is crucial to keep the pressure in the vacuum system as low
as possible. We designed and assembled an UHV system with pressure maintained
at or below 10−11 Torr in the main experimental chamber. Our vacuum system is
divided into three sections with decreasing pressures: the sodium oven chamber, the
differential pumping chamber, and the main chamber, as shown in Fig. 8.1.
The sodium oven chamber contains a sodium reservoir, which consists of a stainless
steel cup filled with a glass sodium ampoule containing 5 grams of 99.95% pure
sodium. The pre-sealed glass ampoule is opened in air and quickly inserted, followed
by pumping on the system to minimize reaction of Na with air. The apparatus can
run about 2 years before the oven needs to be refilled. A custom copper nozzle inside
the oven connects the reservoir to the oven chamber. The nozzle is 11.4 cm long with
a center hole of 2.3 mm diameter. The nozzle has a ring that functions as a CF133
copper gasket with which it connects to the oven chamber. Due to the direct contact
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Figure 8.1: CAD drawing of our vacuum system. Following the atomic beam direction
(left to right), there are the sodium cup, the sodium oven, the differential pumping
chamber, the Zeeman slower, and the main chamber. Ion pumps, titanium sublimation
pump and turbo pump (not shown in figure) are attached to the system to maintain
UHV pressure. The blue square show the main chamber, with MOT coils and bias coils
surrounding it.
of the nozzle with the CF133 flange, it can be efficiently heated from the outside
via band heaters. We use two band heaters as flange heater to heat the front and
back of the nozzle to 400 ◦C, to prevent sodium from condensing and clogging the
nozzle. The sodium reservoir is heated by a band heater to 300 ◦C. All three band
heaters are controlled by PID controllers to precisely control the temperature. After
some experience with the system, we switched from CF copper gaskets to silver plated
gaskets for all flanges exposed to high temperature, because the copper reacted with
Na. The sodium reservoir and nozzle provide a continuous and stable sodium atomic
flux. In front of the nozzle, a home-built copper cold plate with a hole at the center,
cooled to -12 ◦C by six water-cooled arrays of TEC elements, is placed along the
atomic beam path to collect hot sodium atoms not entering the main chamber and
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Figure 8.2: Photo of oven chamber taken from the side window. The cold plate has a
centered hole which is aligned with the nozzle, and a mechanical shutter in between can
shut on/off the atomic flux. The yellow light is the fluorescence of the sodium beam.
prevent the background pressure increasing. In order to collimate the atomic flux,
the nozzle is aimed at the center hole of the cold plate. Fig. 8.2 shows a photo of
the cold plate and nozzle, and the yellow fluorescing sodium beam. A mechanical
shutter is placed between the cold plate and the nozzle to turn on/off the atomic flux
entering the main chamber during experiments. After rough pumping with a turbo
pumping station, a 50 L/s ion pump (Ion Pump 1 in Fig. 8.1) is used to pump the
oven chamber to a pressure around 10−8 Torr.
A differential pumping chamber is connected between the oven chamber and the
main chamber. An ion pump (Ion Pump 2 in Fig. 8.1) is attached to the differential
pumping chamber to pump it to a pressure of around 10−9 Torr. At the end of
the differential pumping chamber, a pneumatic gate valve is installed between the
differential pumping chamber and the Zeeman slower to protect the vacuum in the
main chamber when work on the oven is performed, or sodium is refilled, and to seal
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Figure 8.3: Measured magnetic field generated by Zeeman slower coils (black dots)
compared to the simulated field (red line).
off the main chamber in case of any unexpected pressure rise. After running the
experiment for about 2 years, enough sodium deposited on the cold plate so it had to
be cleaned.
A Zeeman slower is connected after the differential pumping chamber to slow down
atoms before entering the MOT in the main chamber. A MOT can only capture atoms
below a certain velocity called capture velocity, usually on the order of 10 m/s, while
the atoms leaving the reservoir move at velocities around 800 m/s. In order to improve
the MOT capture efficiency, we use a Zeeman slower to slow down the atomic beam
to velocities that can be captured by the MOT. A Zeeman slower uses the Doppler
cooling technique to slow atoms. In a Zeeman slower, the atoms are irradiated by a
counter-propagating laser beam with a frequency ω that is appropriately red-detuned.
The fast moving atoms can absorb the photons due to the Doppler shift and therefore
be slowed down. However, once the atoms are slowed to a point where they are no
longer resonant with the laser frequency ω and they would be lost from the slowing
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process. The idea behind a Zeeman slower is, instead of chirping ω, to tune the
atomic transition by applying a spatially varying magnetic field to counteract the
changing Doppler shift and continuously keep slowing down atoms on their way to
the chamber [119, 120]. In our system, we use a segmented Zeeman slower design,
which consists of modular, multi-layered coils of magnetic wire. Using small diameter
wire wound around a small diameter tube with multiple horizontal and vertical loops,
we can generate a spatially dependent large magnetic field with a low current. One
advantage of our design, where segments are interspaced with copper discs that serve as
passive heat sinks, is that the heat generation is low, so water-cooling is not necessary,
as shown in Fig. 8.1. Based on numerical simulation, we designed a Zeeman slower
that consists of 31 segments, where the first 20 segments produce a positive field
and the last 10 segments produce a negative field with a running current of 4 A. An
additional coil with positive current was added to the end to control the minimum
of the field at the end of the slower. It is needed to precisely tune the final velocity
and prevent atoms from being pushed back into the slower after they exit. Fig. 8.3
compares the measured magnetic field generated by the Zeeman slower, measured
with a Hall-effect based Gauss meter, with the simulation result, showing that our
Zeeman slower meets our design. We chose to orient the Zeeman slower diagonally
upwards so it is not in the way of other components, so we could keep the optical
access provided by the bigger windows. The window opposite to the Zeeman slower
is periodically cleaned by shining UV light on it from the outside for several hours.
This method of cleaning the window by light induced atomic desorption is convenient,
because the main chamber doesn’t have to be opened.
The last section of our vacuum system is the main chamber, in which our sodium
BECs are created. The main chamber is a spherical octagon UHV chamber from
Kimball Physics with 26 CF ports (with three kinds of OD diameters: 8′′, 2.75′′ and
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1.33′′) in different directions, which provides sufficient access for optical, vacuum and
electric setups. An ion pump (Ion Pump 3 in Fig. 8.1) and a titanium sublimation
pump are connected to the main chamber to further reduce the pressure. Finally, the
pressure in the main chamber is kept below 10−11 Torr, monitored continuously via
ion pump current. Initially it was also measured by turning on an ion gauge. The ion
gauge is usually turned off because it increases the pressure due to outgassing.
8.2 Optical Setup
8.2.1 Optics Layout
The optical system in our apparatus is critical for laser cooling and trapping, as well
as imaging. The main optical system fits on one 5′′× 10′′ optical table, separated from
the 4′′ × 10′′ optical table that holds the vacuum system, as shown in Fig. 8.4. In our
setup, the main light source is a Toptica TA-SHG Pro diode laser, designed to operate
at wavelength λ ≈ 589 nm with a continuous output power of 1 Watt. To prevent
long-term frequency shift, a small portion (∼11 mW) of the laser output is sent to a
home-built saturated absorption spectroscopy system to lock the laser frequency, as
described in Sec. 4.1. The output laser light wavelength is coarse tunable within a
range of 4 nm, which is wide enough for BEC experiments, and even for switching
between the sodium D1 and D2 line.
Fig. 8.5 shows the optical layout to generate different laser beams for cooling,
repumping and imaging. Polarizing beamsplitter (PBS) cubes, half-wave (λ/2) plates
and quarter-wave (λ/4) plates are used to split the laser beam and adjust the polar-
ization. We use acousto-optic modulators (AOMs) to shift the laser frequency for
different beams, the frequencies of the beams are shown in Fig. 8.6. Laser beams
with proper frequencies are then aligned to polarization maintaining (PM) optical




Figure 8.4: (a) The 5′′ × 10′′ optical table that holds the main optical system. (b) The
4′′ × 10′′ optical table that holds the vacuum system. The laser beams derived from the
main optical system are delivered to the vacuum system via optical fibers.
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Figure 8.5: Optical layout for generating cooling, repumping and imaging beams. The
abbreviations are AOM: acousto-optic modulator, Q: quarter wave plate, Sat. Abs:
Saturated Absorption Spectroscopy, H: half-wave plate, numbers: focal length in mm.
All cubes are polarizing beamsplitter cubes. The apertures shown before fibers and in
the paths denote mechanical shutters.
mechanical shutter is placed along each beam path to quickly switch on/off the specific
beam during an experimental sequence. All the shutters and AOMs are automatically










































































Figure 8.6: Diagram of different laser beam frequencies compared to sodium D2 line
hyperfine structure. Frequencies are not drawn to scale.
8.2.2 MOT Setup
Sodium atoms from the hot oven will first be pre-slowed and slightly cooled by the
Zeeman slower, with the velocities reduced from ∼700 m/s to ∼20 m/s. The Zeeman
slower beam is red-detuned by 480 MHz and counter-propagates inside the tube toward
the atomic beam. Leaving the Zeeman slower, atoms enter the main chamber and are
captured by a 3D MOT. The 3D MOT beams are three pairs of counter-propagating
laser beams with different polarizations intersecting at the center. The MOT cooling
beams are red-detuned by δ = −12 MHz from F = 2 to F ′ = 3 transition with a power
of ∼5 mW each, as shown in Fig. 8.6. With small probability, the MOT cooling beams
can excite the atoms to F ′ = 2 excited state, from which atoms can decay to the F = 1
ground state via spontaneous emission. Such F = 1 atoms would be lost from the
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(a) (b)
Figure 8.7: Zoom-in of MOT CAD drawing. (a) The MOT cooling and repumping
beams shine into the main chamber via four 2.77′′ outer diameter viewports on the sides
and two 8′′ outer diameter viewports on top and bottom. (b) The two anti-Helmholtz
coils for the MOT are mounted on the top and bottom viewports. The three pairs of
Helmholtz bias coils surrounding the main chamber generate a uniform background
magnetic field.
cooling cycle, because, due to the large ground state hyperfine splitting (∼1.7 GHz
between F = 1 and F = 2), they cannot be re-excited by the MOT cooling beams.
In order to keep all atoms in the cooling cycle, two pairs of ∼3.5 mW repumping
beams, overlapping with cooling beams, are turned on at the same time to optically
pump atoms from the F = 1 state to the F ′ = 2 excited state. The MOT cooling and
repumping beam configuration is shown in Fig. 8.7a.
In addition to the cooling and repumping laser beams, a MOT also requires a
magnetic field gradient. In addition to the use for the MOT, the magnetic field
gradient is also used in Stern-Garlach absorption imaging to quickly separate the
spin states of atoms, as discussed in Sec. 8.3. In order to capture more atoms (and
separate different spinor states quickly during imaging), a strong, quickly-changeable,
and stable magnetic gradient is required.
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Table 8.1: Paramaters of anti-Helmholtz coils.
Quantity Value
Inner diameter 13.9 cm
Coil distance 17.8 cm
Radial turns 4
Axial layers 5
Field gradient 12.13 G/cm
Total wire length 20.09 m
Total resistance 0.06 Ω
Current 82 A
Total voltage 5.23 V
Joule heating 403 W
Total power 429 W
I designed a pair of anti-Helmholtz coils that is able to generate a magnetic field
gradient of about 12 Gauss/cm. An anti-Helmholtz coil pair is a configuration where
a pair of current loops have opposite current directions and generate the most linear
gradient at the center. It is a convenient setup for generating a magnetic field gradient
when geometric constraints limit the length of the coils. A numerical simulation was
first done in Mathematica to optimize the coil design. First, the geometry of the coils
is defined as circular loop. Then, the magnetic field generated by current-carrying








where dL is the infinitesimal length of conductor carrying electric current I. Next, the
constraints on the coils are defined. The current I carried by the wire cannot be too
high as the heat generation grows quadratically with I. In addition, high-current DC
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power supplies are expensive and limited. The heat dissipation on the high-current
wire requires water cooling, so we decided to use Kapton insulated hollow core copper
tube to carry the current. The large diameter (3.2 mm) of the hollow core tube limits
the number of loops on each coil. After numerical optimization, each coil was chosen
to have 5 layers with 4 turns in each layer and the inner diameter of the coils is 14 cm.
The parameters of the coils are shown in Table. 8.1. The anti-Helmholtz coils are
wound on home-built frames and installed on top and below our main chamber, as
shown in Fig. 8.8. From Table. 8.1, we see that the coils generate Joule heating at
the power of 403 Watts, which is dissipated by cooling water running through the
center of the hollow core copper tube. The cooling water is circulated via a heat
exchanger (Neslab System I water-to-water heat exchanger). We use a high power
programmable DC power supply (Sorensen DCR 16-310T), and an IGBT switch to
quickly control the coil current. The two coils are installed on custom-built aluminum
frames mounted above and below the main chamber, as shown in Fig. 8.7b.
Fig. 8.9 is a photo of atoms trapped in out MOT. After optimizing the parameters,
we typically collect ∼ 3× 108 atoms in the MOT. The number of atoms is measured
via absorption imaging method, which is described in detail in Sec. 8.3.
8.2.3 Bias Coils
Besides the anti-Helmholtz coils for the MOT, we also place three pairs of bias coils
around the main chamber, as illustrated in Fig. 8.7b and Fig. 8.8. The bias coils
are in Helmholtz configuration and hence generate a uniform magnetic field at the
region of MOT, which can be used to set the background magnetic field. The bias
coils usually run at a current magnitude below 4 A and the heat generation is low, so
we use copper wires wound around 3D-printed plastic frames for an efficient setup. It




Figure 8.8: Photos of experimental chamber. A pair of anti-Helmholtz coils for the MOT
are mounted on the top and bottom viewports and are wound around black-anodized
aluminum frames. Three pairs of Helmholtz bias coils, mounted on blue plastic frames
surrounding the main chamber, generate a uniform background magnetic field.
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Figure 8.9: A photo of the trapped atomic cloud in the MOT at the center of the
chamber. We use a large MOT cooling beam diameter of 0.8 inches to trap more atoms.
Above the cloud, there is the half-dipole antenna for microwave-dressing and a loop
antenna for rf radiation. See Sec. 8.4 for more details.
fluctuation, has a significant impact on the microwave-dressed spin-mixing dynamics
in the BEC which are our focus of study. Therefore, a stable current is important
for the bias coils. In addition, the magnetic field generated by the bias coils must be
quickly adjustable, not only in amplitude, but also in direction during the experiment,
as necessary. To satisfy these requirements, we drive the bias coils with a highly
stable home-built, bipolar DC current supply, which has six individual channels whose
outputs are controlled by analog input voltages and stabilized by PID controllers.
The supply is based on commercial temperature controllers (Wavelength Electronics
PTC5K-CH) which we modified for faster ramp time and outfitted with anolog input
voltage shaping circuit to allow computer control via an analog output voltage PCI
board (National Instruments DAQ board).
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8.2.4 Optical Dipole Trap Setup
In our system, the MOT can cool the sodium atoms to a temperature around 1 mK.
In order to form a BEC, further cooling of sodium atoms in the MOT to below critical
temperature, which is in the order of tens of nK is necessary. We apply polarization
gradient cooling over a short period (∼30 ms), where the MOT cooling beam power
and detuning are increased to compress the MOT, while the MOT repumping power
is reduced. To pump the atoms into the F = 1 hyperfine state, the MOT repumping
beams are switched off 1 ms before the MOT cooling beams and the magnetic field
gradient is extinguished. The polarization gradient cooling reduces the atomic gas
temperature to ∼70 µK. It would be quite difficult to cool the atoms below the
micro-Kelvin range using any near-resonance light, due to the recoil limit. The recoil
is associated with the spontaneous emission which leads to a momentum change. The





where λ is the cooling light wavelength, m is the atom mass and kB is the Boltzmann
constant. For sodium, Trecoil ≈ 2µK.
Our optical dipole trap (ODT) is used to cool the atoms into the nano-Kelvin
regime after the MOT. Atoms at the center of the MOT are loaded into the ODT and
then a forced evaporative cooling is applied to achieve a BEC. In our system, the ODT
consists of two crossed far-detuned laser beams derived from an infrared (IR) fiber
laser (IPG photonics YLR-50-1064-LP) with an output power of 50 W at 1064 nm.
The two IR laser beams are tightly focused, with a 1/e2 beam waist of approximately
35 µm and overlap at the center of the chamber. Fig. 8.10 shows the schematic of
our crossed ODT setup. The dipole trap beam intensity is controlled by an AOM.
In order to achieve a stable number of atoms in the BEC during experiments, the
intensity noise of the dipole trap light needs to be minimized. We built a noise eater
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Figure 8.10: Schematic of our ODT setup. The far-detuned IR light originates from a
fiber laser and is focused at the center of the MOT after passing through an AOM. The
laser beam exiting the chamber is reflected and focused at the chamber again. The two
beam paths crossed at the center of the MOT.
with an amplified fast photodiode that constantly samples the IR power and sends
a fast signal (1 MHz bandwidth) to a commercial PI controller. The PI controller
compares the photodiode signal with a setting voltage from a computer-programmed
high-resolution (16-bit sampling rate) function generator (Agilent 33521A), then
generates an output signal to the AOM driver’s amplitude-modulation input to
stabilize the dipole trap beam intensity. Our dipole trap has trap frequencies around
(ωx, ωy, ωz) = 2π × (121, 113, 202) Hz. The dipole trap frequencies are re-measured




Absorption imaging is used to probe the ultracold atomic clouds in situ and in time-of-
flight (TOF) [60]. In a TOF, the measured atomic cloud is released from an optical or
magnetic trap and allowed to expand ballistically. In our system, we use absorption
imaging to quantitatively obtain information such as the size, shape, atomic density,
temperature, spin populations, and so on. In order to obtain absorption images, a
resonant probe laser light which couples the 32S1/2, F = 2 and 3
2P3/2, F
′ = 3 states of
23Na illuminates the atomic cloud. The shadow of the cloud is imaged onto a CCD
camera using a lens configuration. The intensity profile of a low intensity probe beam
after the absorption follows the Lambert-Beer law
I(x, y) = I0(x, y)e
−OD(x,y), (8.3)
where I0 is the initial light intensity of the probe beam before passing the atomic
cloud, and OD(x, y) is the optical density profile in transverse directions x and y.
OD(x, y) is given by
OD(x, y) = σnc(x, y) = σ
∫
n(x, y, z)dz, (8.4)
where σ is the absorption cross section, nc(x, y) is the column density, which is obtained
by integrating number density n(x, y, z) along the imaging light propagating direction








where σ0 is the on-resonance cross section which depends on the light polarization and
atomic transition, ∆ is the detuning of the imaging light from the atomic resonance,
Γ is the natural linewidth of the optical transition, and Isat is the saturation intensity.
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From Eq. (8.3), the optical density profile of the atomic cloud can also be derived
as
OD(x, y) = −ln I(x, y)
I0(x, y)
. (8.6)
This can be calculated by taking two absorption images, the image with atomic cloud
I(x, y) and the image without any atoms I0(x, y). We take an additional image without
the probe light and without any atoms to extract the background noise Ibg(x, y). So
we rewrite OD(x, y) as
OD(x, y) = −ln I(x, y)− Ibg(x, y)
I0(x, y)− Ibg(x, y)
. (8.7)
Based on the optical density profile OD(x, y), the column number density nc(x, y)
can be calculated using Eq. (8.4). The atom number is then obtained by integrating
nc(x, y) over x and y directions, using the known pixel size and magnification of the
CCD camera, and summing up all the pixels in images. Alternatively, a Gaussian, a
bimodal, or other density function can be fitted to the nc(x, y) profile to obtain the
atom number, position and width of the cloud.
8.3.2 Imaging System
We built top and side absorption imaging systems so that we can probe the atomic
cloud from different directions. Fig. 8.11 shows the schematic of our absorption
imaging setup. We use achromatic doublet lenses to minimize spherical aberration
and chromatic aberration. Different magnifications can be used to detect either the
large MOT or the small BEC, depending on their sizes. For example, we often use
a small magnification of M = 0.6 to image the MOT, and a large magnification of
M = 2 to image the BEC. This can be achieved by using different lens configurations.
Two high-performance CCD cameras (PCO Pixelfly USB) for top and side imaging
are installed on high-precision translation stages with micrometer screws to adjust the
focus precisely. To reduce interference fringes due to etaloning, we place a quarter-wave
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Figure 8.11: Schematic of our absorption imaging setup. Top and side imaging systems
are used to obtain absorption images of the ultracold atomic cloud inside the vacuum
chamber. Camera 1 along with lenses L1, L2, L3 and quarter-wave plate (QWP)
make up the side imaging system. Camera 2 and associated optics comprise the top
imaging system. The positions of the lenses and cameras can be adjusted to change the
magnification of the imaging systems for different detection purposes. The focal length
of L1, L2, L4 and L5 is f = 150 mm, the focal length of L3 and L6 is f = 50 mm.
plate (QWP) in the center of the imaging telescope to get better imaging quality
with less residual interference fringe patterns. All optics are outside the vacuum
chamber so that it is easy to make adjustments. Our imaging system is controlled by
a computer via a LabVIEW program. Images collected by the CCD cameras are sent
to the computer and analyzed automatically during the experiment on the Igor data
analysis software. This automatic analysis allows us to quickly judge problems such
as misalignment of the dipole trap beams as they happen.
The BEC cloud inside the trap can be imaged either in-situ, or after some time of
flight (TOF) after being released. While the in-situ probe can measure the original
geometric configuration of the atomic cloud inside the trap, the BEC cloud is sometimes
too small to resolve, in the order of a few µm, taking only a few pixels on the CCD
camera, or too dense to measure quantitatively, because the BEC shadow becomes
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completely black in the images at high optical densities larger than 2. The TOF
measurement has better resolution on small and dense atomic clouds by turning off the
trap and allowing the atoms to expand freely for a few milliseconds, resulting in larger
could with smaller optical density. Additionally, TOF is commonly used to measure
the temperature of cold gases. In time of flight expansion, the momentum distribution
of the atoms converts to a spatial distribution assuming the cloud expands ballistically,
this can be used to infer the temperature. The size of the MOT cloud ω(τ) after
expansion time τ follows ω(τ) =
√
ω(0)2 + vτ 2, where ω(0) is the initial size, and v is
the velocity of the atoms. According to equipartition theorem, the velocity can be
related to temperature by v =
√
3kBT/m, where T is the temperature of the atomic
cloud, kB is the Boltzmann constant, and m is the atomic mass. So the temperature
of the atomic cloud can be found by
ω(τ) =
√
ω(0)2 + (kBT/m)τ 2. (8.8)
This method can be used to determine the temperature of thermal clouds such as
the MOT. For BEC atoms, the relation is different because the BEC expansion is
dominated by the repulsive interaction due to the mean-field s-wave scattering [121].
Fig. 8.12 shows false-color absorption images of our MOT and spinor BEC. The
sequences for probing MOT and BECs that we use are different. For MOT imaging,
we take absorption images after a few milliseconds of time-of-flight, as shown in
Fig. 8.12a. Fig. 8.12b shows the time of flight expansion width measurement of the
optical molasses. When fitted to Eq. (8.8) this gives a temperature of 65.5± 0.1 µK.
To measure the atomic populations in different magnetic sub-states of a spinor BEC,
a strong magnetic field gradient pulse generated by the anti-Helmholtz coils is applied
to separate the three spin states during time-of-flight. This is known as Stern-Gerlach
absorption imaging. Fig. 8.12c shows a typical Stern-Gerlach image of three spin
components of our spinor BEC after 10 ms time of flight, from left to right are
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absorption images of atoms in mF = −1, mF = 0 and mF = +1 state. In this example,
BEC atoms were initially prepared in the mF = 0 state, and then transferred to the
mF = +1 or mF = −1 states by applying radiofrequency (rf) pulses or microwave




Figure 8.12: False color images from absorption imaging. (a) The MOT absorption
image taken after a few milliseconds of time-of-flight. (b) Time of flight expansion of
the optical molasses. The 1/
√
e width was obtained from Gaussian fits to absorption
images. The line is a fit to Eq. (8.8). The fit gives a temperature of 65.5± 0.1 µK. (c)
Stern-Gerlach absorption image showing atoms in different spin states after 10 ms time
of flight. From left to right are absorption images of mF = −1, mF = 0 and mF = +1
state.
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8.4 Microwave and rf System
In our experiments, there are transitions between the ground state F = 1 and F = 2
sublevels that cannot be induced by electric fields because they are electric dipole
forbidden. However, oscillating magnetic fields can be used to interact with the
magnetic dipole moment. For the sodium atomic ground state, magnetic dipole
transitions between F = 1 and F = 2 state can be induced by microwaves (red, blue
and green arrows in Fig. 8.13), and transitions between Zeeman sublevels within the
same F state can be connected by rf fields (black arrows in Fig. 8.13).
Figure 8.13: Schematic of microwave and rf transitions. Red, blue and green arrows
represent microwave fields coupling to transitions between F = 1 and F = 2. Black
arrows represent rf field coupling to transitions between F = 1 Zeeman sublevels.
In addition, the microwaves are also used for microwave-dressing to adjust the
quadratic Zeeman energy, and therefore control the effective quadratic Zeeman shift
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q during spin dynamics, as explained in Sec. 6.4. This requires the microwave
field frequency, amplitude, and phase to be precisely controlled and changed quickly
compared to the spin collisional time scale of milliseconds. We built a microwave system
that meets all these requirements, with response times on the order of microseconds.
8.4.1 Signal Generation
The schematic of our home-built microwave system is shown in Fig. 8.14. The FPGA
board receives control signals from a computer. As it steps through the timing
sequence, it sends commands to a direct-digital synthesis chip (Diybigworld AD9954
DDS DWORLDS-2DS63) to create a sine wave with specified frequency, amplitude
and phase. The frequency of this sine wave is tuned between 29 and 30 MHz in our
experiments. This low-frequency sine wave from the DDS is mixed with a constant
high frequency signal of about 1.7416 GHz from a stable function generator (Hewlett
Packard HP8057B). The mixing is done by a single-sideband modulator (Polyphase
Microwave SSB0622A) which passes the sum of the two input frequencies, resulting
in the desired microwave signal which is close to the sodium ground state hyperfine
splitting. The detuning, intensity and phase of the signal can be conveniently controlled
by the FPGA while keeping the HP function generator at a fixed output. The desired
sine wave signal is then sent to a microwave amplifier with a maximum output power of
20 W (HD Communication HD 28747) and applied to the atoms through a home-built
antenna. The details of the microwave design are presented in Ref. [122], where I was
the co-author.
The design of the rf generation is relatively simple in comparison to the microwave
generation. The rf signal is generated by a function generator (Agilent 33220A),
amplified to 25 W, and then radiated to atoms via a home-built rf coil placed inside
the vacuum chamber, which is close to atoms. Fig. 8.15 shows the schematic of our rf
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Figure 8.14: Schematic of microwave system. The output signal can be controlled
remotely on a computer. The FPGA receives data packets and sends input parameters
to the DDS, which generates a high-speed tunable sine wave signal at frequencies
around 30 MHz. The low frequency sine wave is mixed with a stable, high frequency
(∼1.74 GHz) sine wave via a single-sideband modulator to generate the desired sum
frequency (∼1.77 GHz) sine wave, which is close to the hyperfine splitting of the sodium
ground state. After amplification, filtering, and impedance matching, the signal is
then emitted from a half-dipole antenna to irradiate trapped cold atoms. FPGA:
field programmable gate array. DDS: direct digital synthesizer. SSB: single-sideband
modulator. TTL: transistor-transistor logic.
design, built using off-the shelf parts from Mini Circuits. The required frequency for
the rf transitions in our experiments depends on the magnetic field, because it has to
be resonant with the linear Zeeman shift. For the typical magnetic field used in our
experiments, the rf frequency is tuned to 300 kHz.
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Figure 8.15: Schematic of rf system. The rf signal generated from a function generator
is filtered by a low-pass filter before passing through the rf amplifier. A home-built rf
coil antenna is installed inside the vacuum chamber so that it is close to the atoms and
therefore can induce strong interactions.
8.4.2 Antenna
A strong microwave field is required in our spinor BEC experiments because it allows
us to tune the effective quadratic Zeeman shift over a large range from about -300 kHz
to +300 kHz to control the spin-mixing collisions and apply a quick phase shift for
spin-mixing interferometry. In order to maximize the intensity of microwave radiation
at the position of the BEC, I designed and built a half-dipole antenna that is installed
inside the vacuum chamber such that it is closer to the atoms that are being radiated.
In order to have a good radiation efficiency, the size of the antenna needs to match the
wavelength. The microwave field is at a frequency of about 1.8 GHz, which corresponds
to a wavelength of λ = 1/6 m. In addition, the antenna inside the vacuum chamber is
not allowed to block any laser beams, such as the MOT beams and imaging beams.
Considering the geometric constraints in the chamber, we choose a half-dipole antenna
design, which has a length of a quarter of the wavelength λ/4 = 4.2 cm.
The half-dipole antenna is mounted inside the vacuum chamber, approximately
3 cm away from the atomic cloud, via an electrical feedthrough (Kurt J. Lesker
IFTCG012012), as shown in Fig. 8.16. The antenna is made of UHV compatible
copper wire and connected to the electrical feedthrough by UHV compatible Kapton
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(a) (b)
Figure 8.16: (a) CAD rendering of the microwave and rf antennas mounted inside the
vacuum chamber. The microwave antenna is a half-dipole antenna and mounted about
3 cm from the center of trapped atoms inside the vacuum chamber via an electrical
feedthrough. The rf antenna is a small copper loop with diameter of 25 mm, and it is
also installed close to the center of the atomic cloud to improve the rf intensity at the
position of the atomic cloud. (b) A photo of the chamber showing microwave and rf
antennas.
coax wire (Kurt J. Lesker FTAKC060CM1). Inline barrel connectors are used to
provide reliable, UHV compatible electrical connection between the copper antenna
and the coax wire. The half-dipole antenna radiates the microwave field equally in all
azimuthal directions. Therefore, we oriented our antenna parallel to the atoms, which
is located at the center of the chamber, to maximize the effect of the radiation on the
atoms.
The rf signal has a frequency on the order of hundreds of kHz, corresponding to a
wavelength λ ≈ 1000 m, so it is impossible to make a wavelength size antenna in the
lab. The rf antenna is designed as a 25-mm diameter loop antenna built out of copper
wire. It is also mounted inside the vacuum chamber via an electrical feedthrough
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to be close to the atoms. The loop antenna has a lower efficiency compared to a
wavelength size antenna, but the rf signal is usually applied during the initial state
preparation stage, tuned onto resonance, and a strong field is therefore not required.
It has been tested experimentally in our lab that the small loop antenna is able to
generate an effective population transfer between Zeeman sublevels, a full population
transfer between mF = −1 and mF = +1 can be done within 80 µs.
8.5 Control System
Our experiments require computer control to provide precise control as well as analog
signals for various components, such as AOMs, optical shutters, rf switches and
camera triggers. Our experimental timing sequences are controlled by a LabVIEW
program via a Spincore PulseBlaster PCI card which provides 24 digital channels
and two National Instruments DAQ cards with 8 analog channels each. A LabVIEW
program was developed to give precise, high-speed control over necessary devices
during experimental sequences with a time resolution of 10 ns, owing to the excellent
timing provided by the Pulseblaster card, which was originally designed for demanding
nuclear-magnetic resonance experiements. We use two computers for our experiments,
one computer controls timing sequences via LabVIEW. The collected data is sent to
the second computer for analysis via Igor. The Igor program on the data analysis
computer can receive and analyze experimental data automatically to obtain the
desired information, such as atom number, atomic cloud size, and temperature. The
experimental timing sequences can be loaded into our LabVIEW program and run
automatically for several hours, with all the data analyzed and stored by the Igor
program. Fig. 8.17 shows an example panel of our LabVIEW interface that controls
all the 24 digital channels and 16 analog channels. An arbitrary amount of such panels
are stacked vertically to program a timing sequence. Each panel can correspond to a
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time period between 10 µs and several seconds.
A full typical sequence consisting of MOT loading, polarization gradient cooling,
transferring to dipole trap, evaporative cooling to BEC, spin-mixing experiment, and
imaging takes about 25 seconds. It is automatically repeated as parameter is scanned.
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Figure 8.17: A control panel of the LabVIEW interface. There are 24 digital channels
with green circles as on/off switches. Bright green represents status on while dark green
represents off. There are also 16 analog channels with input boxes. These panels are




Experimental Results of Spinor BECs
In this chapter, I present our experimental results in creating a sodium spinor BEC,
controlling spin dynamics and implementing matter-wave interferometry based on
spinor BECs. We introduce the sequences to create sodium BECs with about 3× 104
atoms in an all-optical system. We control the spin-exchange dynamics by rf seeding of
the initial state and microwave dressing. The controllable spin dynamics could be used
to implement a nonlinear interferometer with quantum-enhanced phase sensitivities in
the future.
9.1 Creating BECs in an All-Optical System
The computer control of our experimental apparatus allows us to experimentally
optimize the cooling sequence until a BEC is achieved. Fig. 9.1 shows a typical
optimized sequence to create a sodium BEC in an all-optical system. After preliminary
cooling in the MOT, an atomic cloud with about 3× 108 trapped sodium atoms are at
a temperature typically around 1 mK in the center of our chamber. We further cool the
gas via polarization gradient cooling [123] in a short optical molasses phase (∼30 ms)
to a temperature of ∼70 µK. The difference between the optical molasses and the
MOT phase is the absence of the magnetic field gradient. Atoms in the center region
of the optical molasses are then transferred into the optical dipole trap (ODT). In our
experiment, the ODT is turned on during the MOT loading stage. After the optical
molasses phase, there is a one-second free evaporation period inside the dipole trap,
during which the MOT beams and magnetic field gradient are off. We then raise the
ODT to its highest available power within 5 ms during the one-second free evaporation
to create a deeper trap potential Udip, see Eq. (6.19), which can capture more atoms
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Figure 9.1: Empirically optimized experimental dipole trap ramping sequence. The ODT
is kept at constant power during the loading phase. It then ramps to its maximum power
for a one-second long free evaporation period. Finally, there is a forced evaporation
cooling phase where the trap intensity is reduced exponentially until a BEC is formed.
because it captures atoms with larger kinetic energies. Fig. 9.2a and Fig. 9.2b are
false color absorption images of our crossed dipole trap from a top-down view with
10 ms and 500 ms free evaporation, respectively. During the free evaporation, the most
energetic atoms escape from the dipole trap due to the absence of MOT trapping, and
the temperature of the trapped atomic gas is reduced via re-thermolization. After free
evaporation, we are able to capture ∼ 3× 105 cold sodium atoms in the ODT with
Udip ≈ kB × 980 µK.
To finally achieve a BEC, forced evaporative cooling is applied. Forced evaporative
cooling can be simply performed by reducing the dipole trap potential Udip, e.g, lowering
the dipole trap beam power [124, 125]. In this process, hot atoms are lost from the
trap and the rethermalization of the remaining atoms leads to a lower temperature.
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(a) (b)
Figure 9.2: Top view absorption images of ODT. (a) A typical image of our crossed
ODT in the presence of MOT atoms at the beginning of free evaporation phase. (b)
A typical image of ODT after one-second free evaporation, after most MOT atoms
escaped. OD: optical density.
Fig. 9.3 shows false color absorption images taken during the forced evaporation
cooling period. As the ODT power ramps down successively, hot thermal atoms
escape from the trap and the atomic cloud temperature reduces. Once the critical
temperature is reached, a BEC appears inside the cloud, which can be determined
from the absorption image by a sharp density peak. As the ODT power continuously
ramp down, all the thermal atoms are gone and only the pure BEC remains in the
trap. After the exponential ramping down of the ODT laser power from ∼ 20 W to
∼ 200 mW during the 5-second forced evaporative cooling period, a pure F = 1 BEC
with 3× 104 sodium atoms at a temperature around 60 nK is created.
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 9.3: Absorption images taken during the forced evaporative cooling process. The
ODT power decreases from (a) to (c). (a) Hot atoms are escaping from the trap and
the atomic cloud temperature is reducing. (b) The BEC appears at the center as a
sharp density peak. (c) The thermal atoms are escaping from the trap and the BEC
fraction is increasing. Finally, a nearly pure BEC is achieved. OD: optical density.
9.2 Initial State Preparation
Sodium BECs produced after forced evaporative cooling are distributed in three spin
states: mF = −1, mF = 0 and mF = +1. To change the spin populations, we can
apply a magnetic field gradient and magnetic bias field during the evaporative cooling.
By applying appropriate fields which we determine empirically via trial and error, the
BEC atoms could be nearly fully allocated into any of the spin states, for example,
|F = 1,mF = 0〉. We then use two microwave sweeps to adiabatically transfer any
residual atoms in |F = 1,mF = ±1〉 states to F = 2 state followed by 1 ms long
clean-up pulses of resonant F = 2 → F ′ light that kick all the F = 2 atoms out of
the trap, to get a pure |F = 1,mF = 0〉 BEC. Atoms in |F = 1,mF = 0〉 state can
then be transferred into |F = 1,mF = ±1〉 states in a controlled way by applying a
resonant rf pulse. In this way, we can prepare an initial state with combination of
spin states by adjusting the amplitude and duration of the rf pulse. The rf seeding
pulse provides us the ability to start the spin evolution with any seeding percentage,
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(a) (b)
Figure 9.4: Stern-Gerlach absorption images of sodium atoms in three spin states. (a)
and (b) show different spin populations in the three spin states due to different applied
rf pulses. The rf pulse amplitude and duration are chosen to transfer certain number of
atoms.
for example, we can prepare initial state with 90% atoms in |F = 1,mF = 0〉 state
and 10% atoms in |F = 1,mF = ±1〉 states. Fig. 9.4 shows the false color Stern-
Gerlach absorption images of spin populations after applying different rf pulses during
initial state preparation. Moreover, the rf resonant frequency is also used as a precise
calibration measurement of the magnetic field.
In addition to rf seeding, microwaves can be used to prepare initial states. In this
case, a sequence of four resonant pulses is used to transfer atoms from |F = 1,mF = 0〉
to |F = 1,mF = ±1〉. Microwave-dressing is used to quench the system and control
the spin dynamics. As described in Sec. 6.4, precise calibration is necessary to calculate
the microwave induced energy shift and the corresponding effective quadratic Zeeman
shift q. Microwave calibrations are performed by applying a resonant microwave
pulse between the F = 1 and F = 2 transitions and measuring the frequencies of
the resulting Rabi oscillations, as shown in Fig. 9.5. In the shown calibration, our
measured Rabi frequencies are Ωσ− = 2π× (11.7±0.3) kHz, Ωπ = 2π× (4.1±0.2) kHz,
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Ωσ+ = 2π × (11.6± 0.4) kHz. These Rabi frequencies are strong enough to tune the
effective quadratic Zeeman shift q in a large range for control of evolution, and apply
a quick phase shift within ∼1 ms for spin-mixing interferometry. The calibration is
performed usually multiple times per week.
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Figure 9.5: Rabi oscillations on resonance for (a) σ−, (b) σπ and (c) σ+ transitions.
Shown is the measured number of atoms (black circles) and a sinusoidal fit (red line)
in |F = 1,mF = 0〉 state versus microwave pulse duration. The fit is used to extract
the Rabi frequency of Ωσ− , Ωσπ , Ωσ+ . The measurements are done at the maximum
microwave power of 20 W.
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9.3 Microwave-Dressed Spin Evolutions
In order to study spin population evolutions due to spin-exchange collisions, we first
prepare a pure BEC of about 20,000 atoms in a dipole trap, with all the atoms in
the mF = 0 state initially. We then apply a quick resonant rf pulse to transfer some
atoms from the mF = 0 state to the mF = ±1 states as seeds. A constant background
magnetic field B generated by the bias coils defines the quantization axis. Then an
off-resonant, strong microwave field is immediately switched on within 5 µs to apply
microwave dressing to apply a certain effective quadratic Zeeman shift q. The strong
microwave field quenches the system, it drives the system out of equilibrium. The
spin populations of the three mF states now start to oscillate due to spin-exchange
collisions. After a spin evolution time t, the microwave dressing is quickly turned
off, and the populations in different spin states are then measured via Stern-Gerlach
absorption imaging after 7 ms of time of flight.
We first investigate the effect of initial seeding on spin dynamics to show that we can
control collisions by controlling the initial state. Fig. 9.6 shows spin oscillations starting
with 2% and 8% initial seeds in mF = ±1 states. We can see that introducing initial
seeds increases the oscillation amplitude. Moreover, it also increases the oscillation
frequency. Next, we also look at spin oscillations for different q values to show that
we can control spin collisions by controlling q. As shown in Fig. 9.7, increasing |q|
from 0 to 15 Hz increases the speed of spin evolution.
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Figure 9.6: Spin oscillations at q/h = −10 Hz for 2% and 8% seeding in mF = ±1 states.
Each data point is an average of 5 measurements. Error bars are standard errors.
Figure 9.7: Spin oscillations at q/h = 0 Hz, q/h = −10 Hz, q/h = −15 Hz for 5%
seeding in mF = ±1 states. Each date point is an average of 5 measurements. Error
bars are standard errors.
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9.4 Matter-Wave Interferometry Based on Spinor BECs
With our initial state preparation techniques and microwave dressing, we are able to
start from an initial spin state with arbitrary seeds and tune the spin-mixing dynamics.
This enables us to implement a matter-wave interferometer based on spin-mixing
dynamics on a F = 1 sodium spinor BEC in the regime of long evolution time and
seeded initial states. The spin-exchange collisions in our spinor BEC can create
entangled states of atoms in |F = 1,mF = ±1〉, which can enhance the sensitivity of
such an interferometer in spin space. We realize the interferometry with the sequences
described in Sec. 6.5. We first prepare a pure F = 1 BEC with all atoms (about 20,000
in our experiment) in mF = 0 state, then we seed a certain number of atoms into
mF = ±1 states using rf pulses. We apply microwave-dressing to tune the effective
quadratic Zeeman shift q so that the spin evolution begins and quantum entangled
atoms are generated. After a certain evolution time τ , we apply a strong, short
(trev ∼ 1 ms) microwave pulse to add a spinor phase shift to the system. After the
phase shift, we let the system evolve for another time τ . Finally at t = τ + trev + τ ,
we measure the number of atoms in each spin state via Stern-Gerlach absorption
imaging. Fig. 9.8 shows the simulated population evolution of N+ = N+1 +N−1 in a
typical interferometry process with different microwave pulses applied at τ = 4 ms
with trev = 0.25 ms. This shows that the time evolution can be changed and even
approximately reversed by applying an appropriate microwave pulse, in this case
qrev/h = −625 Hz. We measure the number of atoms at t = τ + trev + τ = 8.25 ms in
each spin state as a function of applied phase shift ϕ, and this is called interferometer
fringes. The interferometric phase sensitivity can be calculated using the measured
atomic populations and the phase shift applied. We investigate spinor interferometry
with various initial states, q, and evolution time τ .
Fig. 9.9 and Fig. 9.10 show our measured interferometer fringes, consiting of atomic
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Figure 9.8: Evolution of N+ = N+1 +N−1 with microwave pulses applied at τ = 4 ms,
qrev/h = 0 Hz (red, solid), qrev/h = −1,200 Hz (blue, dotted) and qrev/h = −625 Hz
(yellow, dashed). Shaded region depicts ±σN+ . Here 〈N〉 = 1,000, 2% dual initial seeds,
c/h = 30 Hz, and trev = 0.25 ms.
population fraction in the mF = 0 state at t = τ + trev + τ , as a function of applied
phase shift ϕ. For short evolution time, for example, τ = 3 ms in Fig. 9.9, the
interferometer fringe is sinusoidal and can be fitted by a sine wave function. But for
longer evolution time, this is not the case. As seen in Fig. 9.10, for τ = 15 ms, the
interferometer fringe is highly non-sinusoidal. At some phase shifts ϕ, such as ϕ close
to 0.5π, 1.5π and 2.5π, we observe sharp slopes which suggest a pathway towards
enhanced phase sensitivities, because the fringes are highly sensitive to phase shift.
The theoretical simulation (red line in Fig. 9.10), using the full quantum calculation,
qualitatively agree with our measurements with some discrepancies due to extra noise
in the experiments. Possible reasons for the discrepancies are: shot-to-shot atom
number fluctuation, magnetic field fluctuation, temperature, humidity fluctuations
and vibration in the lab, and other technical noise.
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Figure 9.9: Sinusoidal interferometer fringe for evolution time τ = 3 ms. Black circles
are experimental data and red line is a sine wave fit. Each data point is an average of
five measurements, with error bars represent standard errors. Here we use q/h = −15
Hz and 10% initial seeds. The total atom number is about 20,000.
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Figure 9.10: Non-sinusoidal interferometer fringe for evolution time τ = 15 ms. Black
circles are average data points of five measurements. The red dots are simulation results
using full quantum calculation without adjustable parameters. Our measured results
qualitatively agree with the simulations with some discrepancies. Error bars represent
standard errors. Here we use q/h = −15 Hz and 10% initial seeds. The total atom
number is about 20,000.
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We also investigate the effect of q on the interferometer fringes. Fig. 9.11 shows
our measured interferometer fringe for the same conditions as in Fig. 9.10, but with
q/h = −10 Hz instead of q/h = −15 Hz. It also shows a non-sinusoidal fringe, but
with different shape. Different q values change the fringe shapes, because different q
lead to different spin dynamics.
Figure 9.11: Interferometer fringe for evolution time τ = 15 ms. Black circles are
average data points of five measurements. Here we use q/h = −10 Hz, with all the
other conditions the same as in Fig. 9.10.
To our knowledge, this is the first experimental investigation of the long-time
evolution regime with seeded initial states for this type of interferometer.
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9.5 Discussion and Outlook
We experimentally created sodium spinor BECs in an all-optical system. We are able
to prepare initial states with different population distributions using magnetic fields
and rf seeding. We demonstrated control over spin-exchange dynamics by microwave
dressing. We implemented a quantum matter-wave interferometer based on nonlinear
spin dynamics in our sodium spinor BECs. We also used our versatile home-built
microwave system to apply quick phase shifts in the interferometry sequence [122].
We observed highly non-sinusoidal interference fringes which might indicate a pathway
to enhanced sensitivities in the future.
Currently, our spin evolutions and interference fringes have large standard de-
viations, due to shot-to-shot fluctuation of atom number, vibrations, temperature
fluctuations in the lab, humidity fluctuations and other technical sources of noise. We
are woking on reducing the number fluctuations in our BEC and dipole trap frequency
fluctuations to improve the systematic uncertainties in our experimental setup. In the
near future, the lab will move to a new state of the art research building next door
on OU’s campus, which houses the Center for Quantum Research and Technology.
Many external parameters such as humidity, vibration, and temperature will be much
better controlled in the new lab space, which should improve the error bars and reduce
technical noise such as shot-to-shot number fluctuations. With these improvements,




The fundamental goal of this thesis was to generate entanglement between 589 nm
photons for interfacing quantum-states of light with Na BECs and to generate entan-
glement between atoms in spinor Bose-Einstein condensates to investigate spin-mixing
interferometry for quantum-enhanced sensing. The entangled twin-beam of light can
be used in absorption imaging to detect the number of atoms in our sodium BECs
with reduced noise. The entangled atoms in mF = ±1 spinor states can be used to
study matter-wave quantum optics in spin space.
We generated correlated states of light via a nonlinear optical process called four-
wave mixing in hot sodium vapors. We have built an experimental system, where a
strong pump beam and a weak probe beam derived from the main laser co-propagate
through the sodium vapor cell with a small input angle θ. The glass sodium vapor cell
is contained in a home-built oven whose temperature is controlled by band heaters
and a PID controller. At the exit of the vapor cell, the seeding probe field is amplified
and a new field called conjugate is generated with an angle θ respect to the pump
beam. The power of the probe and conjugate, as well as their relative noise, are
measured by a balanced detector. We solve the coupled differential equations under the
approximation of slowly-varying amplitude and nearly co-propagating field to calculate
the amplitude gains of the probe and conjugate fields. The results predict significant
gain when parameters are adjusted well, without considering the residual Doppler shift,
the large absorption and the spatial profile of the beams. We experimentally generated
the twin beams of probe and conjugate via four-wave mixing on sodium with double-Λ
configuration. We observed a probe gain of four, and a reduction of 2 dB on the
relative intensity noise of the probe and conjugate field with respect to their individual
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noises, suggesting that correlated photons were created. We observed twin-beam
relative intensity noise very close to the shot noise limit, with only 1 dB above. We
didn’t observe quantum squeezing, which we attribute to the large absorption loss
where entangled photons are lost, due to the Doppler broadened D1 line and the low
atomic density in Na vapor compared with Rb. We tested our home-built saturated
absorption system to reduce the absorption loss and observed an average of 10%
increase in the probe gain and 50% in the conjugate gain. We showed plan for a new
stainless steel vapor cell to overcome the temperature limitation of the glass vapor cell.
The new cell will allow us to dramatically increase the vapor temperature and thus
increase the atomic density, which will lead to higher gain. With these improvements,
it seems promising that quantum squeezing will be achieved.
In a second set of experiments, we studied entanglement generation via spin-
mixing in Na spinor BECs. BECs with an internal spin degree of freedom, also
called spinor BECs, offer rich opportunities to explore quantum dynamics since the
spins can interact with each other to create entanglement, and the dynamics are
controllable via external magnetic and microwave fields. We studied the spin-mixing
dynamics, where quantum entanglement can be generated through spin-exchange
collisions. We numerically investigate spin-mixing dynamics using quantum model and
a semi-classical model (TWA). Both methods predict the atom population dynamics
for non-seeded evolutions. For spin-mixing dynamics with seeded initial states, the
TWA method was shown to not capture the quantum noise accurately. We numerically
explored the atomic interferometry based on microwave-dressed F = 1 sodium spinor
BECs. The simulation results predict that there are parameter regimes where the
interferometry sensitivity can be enhanced. Moreover, our simulations show that
quantum enhanced sensitivities can be obtained for large populations in the arms
of the interferometer with seeded initial states, and long time evolution. We built
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an all-optical system to create sodium Bose-Einstein condensates. We are able to
prepare initial states with different population distributions, and we exert control
over spin dynamics with a home-built versatile microwave source. We implemented
matter-wave interferometry based on spin-mixing dynamics, and observed highly
non-sinusoidal interference fringes suggesting a pathway towards quantum-enhanced
sensitivities. To our knowledge, this is the first experimental investigation of seeded
interferometry in spin space in the long evolution time limit. We are currently working
on reducing standard deviations on the interferometer fringes, which might be due to
the number fluctuations in BECs and the dipole trap frequency noise. With reduced
systematic uncertainties in the experimental setup, quantum-enhanced sensitivities
will be achievable via atomic interferometry.
Our next step would be applying the two-mode squeezed states of light generated
via four-wave mixing in the absorption imaging to improve the atom number detection
in BECs. In the future, light pulse interferometry based on F = 1 spinor BECs will
also be studied using the versatile apparatus described in this thesis.
The versatile and reliable experimental apparatus I helped built during my Ph.D.
research will allow future studies of new generation of quantum technologies based on
quantum engineering of matter-waves, such as quantum-enhanced sensors for external
fields with high spatial resolution, quantum-enhanced probes of ultracold atomic
samples to measure spin populations with reduced noise, and quantum-enhanced
matter-wave devices such as phase-sensitive amplifiers, similar to those known from
quantum optics with light. The microwave-dressed spinor BEC system also has some
significance for condensed matter physics, because it has analogies to the ac Josephson
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